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AFRICAN INITIATED CHURCHES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: 
PROTEST MOVEMENTS OR MISSION CHURCHES? 
By Marthinus L. Daneel 
In this paper I shall attempt to draw a brief interpretive profile of some of the main 
currents of development in the African Initiated Churches-also referred to as the African 
Independent Churches (AIC)-in the course of the twentieth century. The introduction 
contains some general observations about AIC growth rates, typologies, and the Christian 
nature of these movements. A consideration of the historical roots of this phenomenon 
sheds light on ecclesial interconnections and raises questions about the appropriateness of 
classifying the Spirit-type churches as "Pentecostals." I deal briefly with the character-
ization of the AICs as protest movements and suggest that the qualification "liberation 
movements" may be preferable for a proper description of the dialectic between resistance 
to oppressive rule and poor living conditions, on the one hand, and innovative, liberative 
church life on the other. The bulk of this paper focuses on the AICs as mission churches. 
This is a vitally important, if neglected subject in AIC literature. An analysis of the inter-
connectedness of the sacrament of holy communion and missionary outreach in the Spirit-
type churches highlights their creative genius and their significance for the development of 
an African theology of missions. 
The interpretive clues presented in this paper are largely based on the self-interpre-
tation of AIC members and on many years of my own participation in and observation of 
their worship and ceremonial life. Having always focused on the phenomenon in its local 
manifestations in Zimbabwe and South Africa, and having faced the complexities of 
formulating generalizations even for a single church, I am wary of continent-wide generali-
zations in a field which I have no pretense of overseeing in its totality. My approach in this 
respect coincides with the conviction that we need more in-depth case studies of an inter-
disciplinary nature (historical, socioanthropological, phenomenological, and theological) if 
we are to assess, fairly and accurately, the diverse identities of the AI Cs as they relate to 
African Christianity, the world church, and globalizing processes. This paper may well 
serve as illustration of the relative significance of broadly conceived explanatory theories 
for the origins and growth of AICs when assessed in terms of specific local applicability. 
The significance of the African Initiated Churches is evident in their spectacular 
growth over the course of the twentieth century. 1 Barrett (1968:78-79) estimated the 
overall number of AICs in the 1960s to be between five and six thousand. At the growth 
rate indicated then, and in light of subsequent estimates, the total current number of AICs 
continent-wide could well range between seven and eight thousand. In South Africa alone, 
statistics indicate a decline in the growth of major Western-oriented "mission churches," in 
contrast to escalating growth rates of the AICs. Between 1940 and 1960, for instance, the 
Methodist Church-once the largest missionary agency in South Africa-has remained 
static at 12 percent of the total black population, whereas membership of the AICs during 
1 Ndiokwere (1981:281) estimated the total number of AIC adherents in the 1970s at 20 million. 
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the same period rose from 9.6 to 20 percent of the black population (Daneel 1987:25). The 
1991 official census estimated that fully 46 percent of black South Africans belonged to 
AICs, and only 33 percent to the so-called "mission" or "mainline" churches, i.e., the 
Dutch Reformed, Roman Catholic, Anglican, Methodist, Lutheran, and other churches that 
count additional white membership in South African and abroad. These figures underscore 
Anderson's assessment that "significantly more people belong to those churches originating 
with African initiative than to those originating as 'Western' churches" (Anderson 1993:7-
8). Earlier surveys i.n Zimbabwe showed an approximate configuration of 50 percent of 
African Christians belonging to the AICs (Daneel 1974:40). These figures are certainly not 
representative of all Southern African countries. But the sheer weight in numbers and the 
sustained or escalating growth of these movements in the postcolonial situation suggest that 
the qualification "African mainline churches" may be more appropriate as common denomi-
nator than were the discriminatory designations "separatist," "sectarian," "non-Christian," 
or "post-Christian" movements of the past. 
Typologically the AICs distinguish themselves from a relatively small number of 
pre-Christian movements. These are the neopagan societies which, in reaction to the influ-
ence of Western culture, represent a reversion to traditional religion, and the Hebraic asso-
ciations who worship the God of the Old Testament without attempting to achieve a specifi-
cally Christian position (Turner 1967; Daneel 1987:35ff). Broadly speaking, the AICs can 
be classified in three distinct groups: the Ethiopian type, or non-prophetic churches, which 
lay no claim to special manifestations of the Holy Spirit and whose patterns of worship 
resemble those of the Western mission churches from which they have originated. The 
Spirit-type churches, mainly Zionist and Apostolic movements, share a special emphasis on 
the work of the Holy Spirit, manifested in speaking in tongues, prophetic activities, and 
faith healing. In Zimbabwe these churches refer to themselves as maKereke oMweya 
(churches of the Spirit), hence my preference for the designation "Spirit-type," as distinct 
from pentecostal churches. The reasons for such distinction will be explained below. In 
Nigeria the counterparts of the southern Spirit-type churches are variously called Aladura, 
Spiritual, or prophet-healing churches. The so-called "messianic church" emerges as a third 
category when a Spirit-type leader achieves such prominence that he/she usurps Christ's 
mediating function, either wholly or in part. In reality few AIC leaders present themselves 
as substitute Black Christ figures. Those who do develop messianc traits are more appro-
priately characterized as "iconic leaders" (Sundkler 1976:309-310; Daneel 1987: 187) inso-
far as their leadership positively mirrors and concretizes the person of Christ for their 
followers in the African context. In South Africa the best-known iconic leaders are Isaiah 
Shembe of the Nazarene Baptist Church and Enginas Lekganyane of the Zion Christian 
Church; and in Zimbabwe Samuel Mutendi, founder of an autonomous branch of the Zion 
Christian Church, and Johane Maranke of the African Apostolic Church of Johane 
Maranke. The leadership of these churches has already become the responsibility of the 
second and third generation male descendants of the deceased founder-leaders. 
The AICs vary in size from a single family or extended family unit with only a few 
members to the mass movements of the iconic leaders mentioned above, which in some 
instances count several million adherents. Whereas the Kimbanguist Church in the Congo 
has long been recoguized as the largest AIC in all of Africa, with upwards of 10 million 
members, the Zion Christian Church of Lekganyane is currently recognized as the single 
largest and fastest-growing church in all of South Africa. 
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Despite the preponderance of males as founders and senior office-bearers in these 
churches, women comprise up to 80 percent of their total adult membership. The Manyano 
or Ruwadzano women's associations are well known for their family care, Bible study, 
and evangelistic campaigns. Individual women often achieve prominence in AIC ranks as 
prophetesses and healers. But there are also a number of women who founded their own 
AICs, such as Ma Nku's St. John's Apostolic Faith Mission in Gauteng, Mai Chaza's City 
of God movement in Zimbabwe, and the churches of Alice Lenshina in Zambia and Miriam 
Ragot and Gaudencia Aoku in Kenya. 
On account of limitations in the formulation of doctrines, the acceptance of poly-
gamous marriages in the majority of AICs, the so-called "misinterpretation of the work of 
the Holy Spirit" or of salvation, and related problem areas, some theologians tend to ques-
tion the Christian nature of these movements. However, despite some limitations-which 
in fact all churches in this world suffer from in one way or another regardless of the degree 
of perfection achieved in written dogma, history, and theology-I have no hesitation in 
classifying the AICs of Southern Africa as Christian Churches on the following grounds: 
1. The AICs by and large consider themselves as churches of Jesus Christ. On account of 
their biblically based faith they claim membership equal to that of all other denomina-
tions known to them, in the universal church. 
2. They recognize the Bible as the Word of God and therefore as normative for all of 
church life. In some respects AIC biblical interpretation can be qualified as frag-
mented, literal, and/or fundamentalist, often as a result of limited or nonexistent 
theological training opportunities for AIC leaders, but the inspirational, didactic, and 
ethical impact of Scriptures are unmistakable. 
3. The AICs generally believe in a triune God-Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The salvific 
work of Christ is understood holistically in the African context and is proclaimed/ 
enacted as good news in a manner that qualifies the AICs essentially as missionary 
institutions. 
4. All the churches concerned celebrate the sacraments of baptism and holy communion. 
5. The AICs develop Bible-oriented ethical codes for Christian living, which also reflect 
contextualized traditional mores and customs. Church discipline is implemented at 
various congregational committee and church council levels. 
6. In the creation of communities that can be characterized as "havens of belonging," the 
AICs cater for the existential needs of their members in a manner that convincingly and 
concretely portrays the love and service of an incarnate Christ. 
The extent to which these characteristics apply to each and every AIC is of course open to 
debate and subject to some theological reservations. Yet I consider them as sufficiently 
representative of the AICs to provide adequate justification for their inclusion in the family 
of Christian churches. 
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Historical Roots and Ecclesial Interconnections 
Biblically Sanctioned Charters 
Two main factors determine the self-image of the AICs and their interpretation of 
the historical roots of their movements. Most obvious is their overriding concern for a 
direct link with the Bible and the early Christian church as the authenticating source of their 
very existence. Then there is also the knowledge and experience of those local mainline 
mission churches responsible for the introduction of Christianity in their part of the world, 
which enables them to define their roots in the more recent traditions of Christian history in 
Africa and abroad. 
In a situation of intense denominational rivalry and a lengthy initial phase of non-
recognition of the AICs by the Western mission churches, the need was aggravated in AIC 
ranks for a form of genuine and independent religious legitimation. This partly explains 
their preoccupation with the reenactment of Scriptures or scriptural passages as if to safe-
guard their Christian identity from the critical interpretations of their so-called mainline 
counterparts. Theirs was, and still is, a quest for an authentic African mythical charter that 
establishes original closeness and ecclesial descent directly from Christ and the Bible, 
unlike that already claimed in the genealogies and apostolic successions of the Roman 
Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, and related Western churches. 
The concern for a mythical charter can be gauged from the significance attributed to 
church names. In a sense the church's name itself is its charter, its historical positioning. 
Among the Ethiopian-type churches the designation "First Ethiopian Church" and 
variations of it, is a favorite, as it signals the direct link with the early Christian church via 
the Church of Ethiopia. The Bible text cited as the basis for this name is Psalms 68:31 
(Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands to God). The "correct interpretation" of this text 
validates the argument that the Ethiopian Church is the oldest and therefore most authentic 
of the continent. It was this charter that persuaded the labor migrant Isaiah Charles 
Chidembo to join the Ethiopian movement in South Africa and then to return home to 
establish the First Ethiopian Church in Zimbabwe (Daneel 1971 :369) It was also the 
concern of Revd. Zvobgo for the roots of a "truly African church" that caused him to break 
away from the Dutch Reformed Church and form the African Reformed Church in the 
Masvingo Province of Zimbabwe. Zvobgo was convinced by Moyana, one of the South 
African leaders of Ethiopianism, that the true church traces its origin back to the queen of 
Ethiopia who visited King Solomon to learn from his wisdom, and who brought back soil 
from the Holy Land to found her church (Aquina 1966:8). By aligning his African 
Reformed Church, historically and ideologically, with the earliest Christian developments 
in Africa, Zvobgo was dissociating himself from the more complex Western church history 
of the Dutch Reformed and other white-led mission churches then operating in the country. 
To him and many of his contemporaries in the newly founded AICs, the Western churches 
in Africa increasingly appeared as latecomers, lacking the richness of "true" Christianity as 
it originally came to Africa (Daneel 1971 :381 ). 
The Italo-Abyssinian War of 1935 gave momentum to the spread of an Ethiopian 
mythology in South Africa and neighboring countries. According to Sundkler, "the 
Abyssinian ideology of the Ethiopians ... is in essence an attempt to give the Independent 
Church an ancient Apostolic succession and a charter, linking their Church with the Bible" 
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(Sundkler 1961:57-58). Linked with rising African nationalist aspirations, the Ethiopian 
ideology certainly added to the attraction of these movements as they claimed autonomous 
leadership and self-styled patterns of inculturation for themselves. 
The Spirit-type churches, by contrast, establish the immediacy of the presence of 
the Holy Spirit and/or of Christ and his Apostles through the use of names such as Zion, 
Apostolic, Moriah, African Zionist, or African Apostolic. Names of church headquarters 
such as New Jerusalem, Zion City, Holy City, or City of God illustrate direct identification 
with the holy places in Scriptures and the need to replicate God's presence for the African 
situation as portrayed in the Bible. One of the most favored texts used by Zionist leaders to 
assert God's presence in the "holy cities" is Rev. 14:1 (''there was the lamb standing on 
Mt. Zion; with him were 144,000 people who have his name and his Father's name written 
on their foreheads"). In the Jerusalem or Mt. Zion of Africa the presence of Christ and his 
kingdom is mirrored in the iconic leader, surrounded by his/her followers as described in 
Rev. 14. Sundkler (1961:59) speaks of "a more or less holy competition between the 
[Zionist] leaders for acquiring the most truly Biblical name possible for their Churches. The 
name gives status to the church ... they secure for their Church a supernatural bond with 
those holy guarantees and they signify a charter showing the spiritual strength of the 
church." 
One need only consider the life histories of the Zionist forerunners in Zimbabwe to 
gauge the importance of a Bible-based charter as a key factor in the rapid expansion of 
Zionism. Prior to their recruitment in South Africa, Bishops Samuel Mutendi and Andreas 
Shoko were both deeply impressed by the Sotho Zionists' adherence to a "proper biblical 
name." To them it evidently was a significant discovery that the name "Dutch Reformed 
Church"-the mission church responsible for their earliest encounter with Christianity and 
for their education-could not be found in the Bible (Daneel 1971:345). 
A good example of the desire to establish a direct link with the earliest Christian 
community in the Spirit-type churches is to be found in Bishop Mutendi's diagrammatic 
positioning of the Zionist church in the Christian family of churches. According to this 
diagram, the first group of Christians up to 400--500 A.D. belonged to the "Zion Church." 
Then the Apostles founded the Catholic Church as an extension of the Zion Church, the 
latter somehow having failed to perpetuate itself properly. Next to the Catholic Church, two 
other important church branches emerged, the Ethiopian Church founded by the eunuch of 
Ethiopia and the Greek "Catholic" Church. These branches continued to exist up to the year 
1900. The Anglo-Saxon and Calvinist Churches are also clearly indicated. Then, in 1923, 
appears the Zion Christian Church of Bishop Samuel Mutendi as the true extension of the 
early Zion Church. The other Zionist offshoots of Zimbabwe are presented as offshoots of 
the main Zion Christian Church. The exact relationship of the ZCC with the preceding 
churches apparently is less important than the fact that this church now appears as the 
genealogical continuation of the formerly discontinued Zion Church in the mainline of 
Christianity and therefore as genuine representation of the ancient and authentic Christian 
community (Daneel 1971:345, 492-93). 
Whether, ultimately, an AlC charter evolves from an emphasis on identification 
with and re-enactment of portions of scripture, or the rewriting and interpretation of aspects 
of church history, the mythical immediacy and authenticating link with the historic Christ 
and his disciples remains of prime importance. Through ritual enactment and repeated 
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proclamation, divine affirmation of the charter becomes entrenched and obtains canonical 
value for the church. In the maze of interecclesial competition and earlier rejection of the 
AICs by the "mainline" churches, a biblically sanctioned charter also provides a measure of 
leadership autonomy and spiritual independence that places the integrity and freedom of 
innovative religious expression beyond dispute. 
The Pentecostal Connection? 
The questions that arise at this point are the following: Does the preoccupation of 
the AICs with their mythological roots override their recognition of their existential histori-
cal roots in the "mainline" mission churches to the extent that this rootedness is relativized 
or trivialized? Did the schisms that occurred in the early history of some of the AICs cause 
such a radical severance of ties with the mission churches concerned that it effectively 
eliminated all further interaction and influence of the originating "mother'' churches? And if 
the latter question is answered in the affirmative, are the implications that the Spirit-type 
churches, which constitute up to 80 percent of all AICs in Southern Africa,2 are in fact 
claiming to have Pentecostal roots and should therefore be considered as "African 
Pentecostals" or as "Pentecostal-type" churches, as Anderson (1992:20-30, 1993:Sf) and 
others are asserting? 
To deal with these questions it is necessary briefly to consider the views of those 
observers who classify the Zionists and related AICs as Pentecostals. In his trail-blazing 
and follow-up studies on AICs in Southern Africa, Sundkler (1961:48; 1976:13-67) indi-
cated that most of the Western-oriented Pentecostal and Zionist churches in the South had 
their roots in the Christian Catholic Apostolic Church in Zion (CCACZ) of Dowie, in 
Illinois, and in the Pentecostal revival of Azusa Street. Bryant, who visited South Africa in 
1904 on behalf ofDowie's CCACZ, baptized a large number of converts at Wakkerstroom 
in the southeastern Transvaal, including P.L. le Roux, a former Dutch Reformed Church 
minister, who eventually became a leading figure in the Apostolic Faith Mission (AFM). 
Sundkler claimed that the Zionist converts of le Roux and his fellow workers formed the 
nucleus out of which the major South African Churches emerged. Anderson (1992:21) 
concurs and classifies the South African Pentecostals into three categories: (1) the Pente-
costal mission churches, which originate from the predominantly white Pentecostal 
missions; (2) the younger Pentecostal or Charismatic churches, founded and governed by 
blacks, referred to as "independent African Pentecostal churches"; and (3) the indigenous 
Pentecostal-type churches, i.e., the Spirit-type AICs, which constitute the vast majority of 
"African Pentecostals" (Anderson 1993:5). Anderson's justification for this classification 
lies in these churches' sharing of common historical, liturgical, and theological roots. 
Despite some striking differences, he contends that they "all have a marked emphasis on the 
working of the Holy Spirit in the church with supernatural 'gifts of the Spirit,' especially 
healing, exorcism, speaking in tongues and prophesying .... " Those factors distinguish 
them from other Christian groups and justify their inclusion under the generic category of 
"African Pentecostal churches" (ibid:5-6). 
2 Oosthuizen (1987:11, Anderson 1992:21) estimates that at least 80 percent of the indigenous 
churches in South Africa belong to the Zionist movement. 
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In support of his classification, Anderson cites Hollenweger (1972: 149) who called 
the South African Zionists "indepeudent African Pentecostal churches," and Harvey Cox 
(1996:246), who asserted that the AICs are indeed "the African expression of the world-
wide pentecostal movement." In an attempt to place African Pentecostalism in a global 
context Anderson refers to the statistical fmdings of Barrett (1996:25), namely that in 1996 
the "Pentecostal Charismatics" had reached a total membership of 480 million, which repre-
sents 27 percent of the world's Christian population, more than the total number of 
Protestants and Anglicans combined. By the year 2025 Barrett expects the "Pentecostal/ 
Charismatics" to constitute 44 percent of the Christian world total. Anderson concludes that 
"this contemporary religious movement is the fastest growing section of Christianity and 
one of the most extraordinary religious phenomena in the world today." 3 
I am sceptical of Barrett's statistics on church growth patterns in global Christian-
ity, for the simple reason that some of the internal or subtle factors conditioning growth 
remain obscure in such an exercise. In Africa, for instance, it would be misleading to 
juxtapose the membership figures of the so-called AIC Pentecostals with those of the Prot-
estants, as Barrett does. There are millions of the former who in terms of Christian outlook 
and church formation are as much Protestant as they are Pentecostal. In his support of the 
generalized views ofHollenweger, Cox, and Barrett, Anderson fails to mention this com-
plication for the South African Pentecostals. One gets the impression that on account of 
Pentecostal similarities in worship between classical Western Pentecostals and the African 
Spirit-type churches, the latter are subtly if conveniently appropriated through a somewhat 
superficial classificatory exercise, which inflates "Pentecostal" membership and growth 
figures way beyond the impact that the missionary activity of the Western Pentecostal 
mission churches and independent African Pentecostal churches (Anderson's first two 
categories) could ever have had. For all his careful and appreciated distinctions between the 
classical Pentecostals and the Pentecostal-type AICs in the Shoshanguve township near 
Pretoria-the location in which he conducted an empirical research survey on local 
churches-Anderson himself presents statistical data in a manner that raises questions. By 
lumping all the so-called African Pentecostals together, it becomes possible to contrast the 
41 percent Pentecostal population in Shoshanguve with the 33 percent of the combined 
"mission churches" and to state that the growth of African Pentecostalism and the AIC 
movement has been at the expense of the "mission churches," which have declined drasti-
cally in relative membership (Anderson 1993:8-15) 
Given the emphasis on the historical roots of the South African Zionists in the 
American Holiness movement and in early Pentecostal and CCACZ activities at the tum of 
the present century, Anderson's statistical analysis can easily lead to the misleading impres-
sion that the massive growth of the "AIC Pentecostals" is due somehow to Western-related 
Pentecostal fervor and influence rather that to the impact of the declining mainline mission 
churches. Anderson, however, does not produce conclusive evidence to this effect. On the 
contrary, he indicates that the Pentecostal mission churches have tended to be extremely 
paternalistic and have not yet integrated their own African "daughter" churches. Neither do 
3 In Anderson's yet unpublished conference paper, entitled ''The Mission Initiatives of African 
Pentecostals in Continental Perspective," forthcoming in the Pew series of publications on African 
Initiatives in Christian Mission, Pretoria, UNISA Press. 
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the Pentecostal mission churches or the independent Pentecostal churches consider the 
indigenous Pentecostal-type AICs as genuinely "saved" or "born again" (Anderson 1993: 
6). There is therefore considerable distance in practice between the first two categories of 
Anderson's African Pentecostals and the third category, the Spirit-type AICs. If one 
considers, in addition, that the white-led Pentecostal mission membership in Shoshanguve 
on its own represents only 6 percent of the total township population compared to the 9 .2 
percent of the Dutch Reformed and the 33 percent mission church total (Anderson 1993:7, 
8, 14 ), it is evident that in terms of numerical strength the Pentecostal mission churches 
could not have impacted African society or AIC growth to the same extent as did the other 
"mainline mission churches." 
Influence of the "Mainline Mission Churches" 
I do not contest the asssertion that the influence of the "mainline mission churches" 
in Southern Africa is on the wane. I would point out, however, that historically, spiritually, 
and theologically the AICs have been much more profoundly moulded by the mainline 
Protestant mission churches in the course of this century than the autonomous nature of 
today's AI Cs or the statistically maneuvered "Pentecostal connection" appears to allow for. 
The Zimbabwean AI Cs bear out this point quite clearly. There are several indicators that 
suggest a negligible connection between the local Spirit-type and Pentecostal churches: 
The Pentecostal roots of Zionism in South Africa have received little acclaim among 
Zimbabwean Zionists and Apostles. In the thirty-five years I have participated in hundreds 
of ZCC, Ndaza Zionist, and Maranke Apostle Church services and ceremonies, I have 
never heard any spontaneous reference during sermons to Wakkerstroom, le Roux's work, 
Dowie's CCACZ, or Azusa Street as a source of origination or inspiration. Real as these 
roots may have been in Southern Africa earlier in this century, they were evidently not 
directly functional in Zimbabwe's Spirit-type church life. The closest link with classic 
Pentecostalism lay in the African Zionist church fathers in South Africa who had formed 
their own movements. So the Ndaza Zionists would trace their genealogy back to Bishop 
Mhlangu, whose Zion Apostolic Church of South Africa was an off-shoot of le Roux's 
Zion Apostolic Church, while Mutendi's ZCC would refer to Edward of Basutoland, from 
whose Zion Apostolic Faith Mission Enginasi Lekganyane and Mutendi had broken away 
to form the ZCC (Daneel 1971:300). This background is honored in all ZCC worship 
services through the introductory reference to "the God of Enginasi [Lekganyane] and 
Samere [Mutendi]" in all prayers. Even more prominent are the Zimbabwean forerunners of 
Zionism-Ndaza Bishops Masuka, Makamba, Mtisi, Shoko, and ZCC Bishop Mutendi-
when it comes to reflection on the origin and identity of the local Zionist movement. 
The Pentecostal-type mission churches in the central and southeastern parts of 
Zimbabwe-i.e., the Apostolic Faith Mission, Full Gospel Church, Church of Christ, and 
Assemblies of God-are relative latecomers. They have never developed as wide a scope 
of influence in African society through education and medical work as did the Dutch 
Reformed, Methodist, Congregational, Roman Catholic, and Anglican mission churches 
between the 1920s and 1950s, the formative years of the AICs. As a result the formation 
and growth of the AICs generally had little direct bearing on or interaction with the local 
Pentecostals. The Zionists of the Masvingo Province, as I know them, claim no connection 
with the Pentecostals in the region other than the eccumenical ties developed with them in 
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recent years through the auspices of Fambidzano.4 Moreover, despite distinct Pentecostal 
traits in worship and beliefs, none of the Shona Spirit-type churches to my knowledge 
deliberately characterize themselves as Pentecostal. 5 They certainly did not develop their 
churches with a common awareness of belonging to a worldwide movement of makereke 
oMweya-churches of the Spirit. 
By way of contrast, the evidence reveals an undeniable rootedness of the AICs in 
"mainline mission church" traditions. First, since the middle 1960s I have frequently heard 
both Ndaza Zionist and ZCC preachers during sermons refer to the Dutch Reformed 
Church as "our spiritual fathers and mothers" (vaDutchi ndimai nababa vedu), normally in 
the context of an appeal to fellow Zionists for improved spirituality and Christian disciple-
ship. Reference to the DRC-now called RCZ, Reformed Church of Zimbabwe-invaria-
bly included anecdotes on the life of the saintly Revd. Andrew Louw, founder of the 
church's mission at Morgenster, or the lives of influential missionaries, such as the well-
known Dr. Tommy Steyn, Revds. Henry and George Murray and their wives. Such 
sermons signalled an awareness of existential rootedness and spiritual nurturing in the 
mission church with which most of the Zionists have had one or other form of allegiance 
over the years. A similar trend was noticeable in the discussions I had with the vaPostori of 
Johane Maranke in the Mutare area in the east of Zimbabwe. Some Apostles proudly 
claimed that they were actually maWisiri ("Wesleyans," i.e., Methodists), the mission 
church to which many of them, including their founder, Johane Maranke, and the nuclear 
leadership of his church, had formerly belonged. In a sense therefore it is appropriate to 
speak of the "Reformed Zionists" in Masvingo Province and of the "Methodist Apostles" in 
the Mutare area in the same way as the names of the Ethiopian-type churches denote their 
mission church descent, for example the African Methodist Church of Revd. Nemapare, 
the African Reformed Church of Revd. Zvobgo and the African Congregational Church of 
Revd. Sengwayo. This observation does not detract from the conflicts, schisms, and indi-
vidual defections from the mission churches in the past. Complaints about the racist or 
superior attitudes of the white missionaries, or, in the case of the vaPostori, about the 
neglect in the Methodist church of the manifestations of the Holy Spirit were frequently 
vented in the Spirit-type churches concerned. Nonetheless, as in any close interpersonal 
relationship, rootedness can integrate the contradictory attitudes of resentment, frustration, 
and even antagonism, with those of appreciation, affinity, and a sense of belonging. 
Second, the dynamic of sustained interaction between the Dutch Reformed Church 
and the AICs in Masvingo Province was largely determined by the educational system. 
4 Fambidzano, the first ecumenical movement of substance among the Zimbabwean AICs, was 
founded in 1972 (Daneel 1989b). It mainly serves the AICs with theological education by extension (TEE) 
programs and development work. During some of its regional ecumenical celebrations of the eucharist, 
members of a number of mission-founded churches, including Pentecostals, were invited to participate; 
hence the development of ecumenical ties. 
5 The only cluster of Pentecostal-related AICs in the central and southeastern regions of Zimbabwe 
that I am aware of, consists of a few relatively small splinter groups, calling themselves St. Peter Church, 
Zvirevo zvaPostori, Habakuk, International Apostolic Church, etc. They broke away from Mughodi's Unity 
Apostolic Faith Mission, which, according to Ms Farai Mfanyana, senior researcher in ZIRRCON, is an 
off-shoot from the Apostolic Faith Mission at Wedza, to the northeast of the Masvingo Province. 
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From the beginning of this century until Zimbabwean independence in 1980 the DRC 
controlled a vast number of rural schools throughout the region. At its peak this mission 
managed more than 600 schools. Consequently the vast majority of first generation AIC 
members received their basic theological orientation in Reformed institutions where they 
received regular religious instruction and catechetical training, irrespective of whether they 
attained full church membership or not. And even in the event of secession or individual 
defection from this mission church, the ongoing attendance of thousands of AIC children 
and grandchildresn in DRC schools contributed towards sustained interaction and recipro-
cal ties. Thus autonomous AIC leadership did not entail complete isolation or independence 
of the budding new movements from the originating mission church. Over the years thou-
sands upon thousands of Zionist, Apostle, or Ethiopian-type scholars kept passing through 
DRC schools. A random sample survey on the correlation between AIC membership and 
education that I conducted in Gutu District during the 1960s indicated that no less than 83 
percent of the educated AIC adults had attended DRC-directed schools (Daneel 1974:37). 
Those AIC pupils who came into consideration for higher primary education invariably 
attended catechetical instruction and obtained DRC membership even if for many of them 
affiliation to the mission church was only of a temporary nature. 
Third, this religio-educational interface between mission church and AICs left its 
imprint on the latter. Whatever Pentecostal traits emerged in the Spirit-type churches their 
theological foundation and premises remain distinctly Calvinist-Protestant. Noticeable, for 
instance, is the emphasis on the sinful nature of human beings, redemption solely through 
the grace and blood of Christ, the necessity of personal faith, and definite conversion as 
condition for personal salvation. Self-interpretation and inculturation within the AICs have 
of course contributed towards internal change. The development of Zionist and Apostolic 
holy cities, for instance, have their own biblical and African flavor. But the parallels 
between the models of these church headquarters and the Reformed mission stations as 
staging posts for missionary campaigns, as the seats of power where church councils exact 
discipline over errant church members, and (in the case of the ZCC) as centers of control 
over schools and faith-healing hospitals, are obvious illustrations of the deeply imbedded 
influence of the Protestant heritage. Small wonder that the popular image and designation 
of the church as institution among the AICs became that of chikoro (school) and/or hospi-
tara (hospital). Small wonder too, that Bishop Mutendi traced the roots of African Zionism 
not through classical or world Pentecostalism but through the Reformed and Catholic tradi-
tions back to what he considered to be the original "Zion Church." 
Fourth, compelling evidence of lasting DRC influence in the Spirit-type churches is 
to be found in an emergent AIC theology of religions at Zionist and Apostolic healing 
centers. Both church traditions share an explicit interest in African cosmology, unlike the 
local Pentecostal churches, whose faith-healing praxis is not similarly undergirded by 
penetrative interaction with African traditional religion. Admittedly the Zionist and Apostle 
prophetic healers have developed diagnostic and therapeutic practices that imply a daily and 
much more continuous dialogne and confrontation with the ancestral world, alien and 
vengeful spirits, and wizardry than any ministry ever developed by the DRC. In terms of 
carrying the gospel message into the inner world of African religion and incarnating it at the 
deepest levels ofreligious experience, the Spirit-type AICs have in fact moved way ahead 
of the DRC and most other mainline Mission Churches-a contribution that requires full 
acclaim. Nevertheless, the Reformed roots are in evidence in the emergent AIC theologia 
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religionum in the confrontative, if sympathetic, dialogue of prophetic healers with their 
patients about ancestral demands as the cause of certain ailments, in the radical rejection of 
any form of ancestral veneration (kupira mudzimu) within the church, and the insistence on 
deliberate Christianizing transformation of all traditional rituals to be incorporated into the 
church. 
Fifth, I was always struck by the noticeable need of the DRC-related AICs to 
achieve some form of recognition from the "mother mission church." Despite the conflicts 
and disaffections of yesteryear, the AIC leaders sought the Mission's acceptance of their 
dignity, their innovative and evangelistic initiatives as church leaders, and full affirmation 
of their status as fellow disciples in Christ. Instead, and unfortunately, they were often 
treated by DRC officials, black and white, as Separatist offenders who posed a threat to the 
Mission Church or as wayward and syncretistic sects who had moved to the periphery of 
Christianity. I attribute the privileged position I have experienced among the Shona Inde-
pendents since the mid-1960s to the fact that I somehow represented to them in person this 
sought-after recognition even though I had no official mandate and was in reality a lay 
theologian never employed by this church. Integral to the quest for recognition is the perva-
sive bondedness and loyalty of the AICs to the "mother church," despite their fiercely inde-
pendent nature. During crises this trend would surface. Thus at the height of the Zimbab-
wean liberation struggle, it was Revd. Zvobgo of the African Reformed Church and some 
Ndaza Zionist leaders who during pungwe (night vigil) meetings persuaded the guerrilla 
fighters not to attack "their" DRC mission station, Morgenster, on the holy mountain of 
Sekuru (grandfather) Louw. The AIC leaders would not have exposed themselves to the 
risk of antagonizing the guerrilla fighters-many of whom were known for their repudia-
tion of Christ as the white colonialists' God, for Bible-burning and the destruction of 
places of worship--had it not been for deep-seated feelings of bondedness with the 
mission church. 
Our discourse on the historic roots and ecclesial interconnections of the Shona AICs 
has revealed three interlinked sets of historical interpretation as regards their origin and by 
implication their relatedness to other churches. Psychologically, their mythological roots in 
the early Christian church by way of a Biblical charter is probably the most gratifying. 
Divine sanction liberates the AICs from the judgementalism of mission churches and from 
the complex history of Western Christiandom. In so for as Pentecostal roots are recognized 
by the Spirit-type churches, they trace these back to the founding African church fathers 
rather than to classical Pentecostalism. There is little evidence that the latter represents a 
bridge to world Pentecostalism for them, or that they specifically seek to be classified as 
Pentecostals in the world church. Instead, their more inunediate roots in the mainline 
mission churches-paradoxically in relation to their mythological roots-appear to function 
more directly at the existential level of church life. Historically, and in terms of their theo-
logical foundations, it may therefore be correct to interpret the AICs as a self-made and 
fully Africanized branch mainly of Western Protestantism, regionally reflecting Reformed, 
Methodist, Anglican or Lutheran characteristics in accordance with the earlier or still 
prevailing dominant mission church influence in the region. Similar trends are likely where 
AICs have emerged as a result of schism in or defections from the Roman Catholic Church. 
Comparatively, however, relatively few AICs have emerged from within the Roman 
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Catholic tradition. 6 The Pentecostal traits found in the Spirit-type churches can hardly be 
claimed to be the fruit of the missionary endeavor of Western Pentecostal churches, i.e. the 
Apostolic Faith Mission, Full Gospel, Assemblies of God, and others. Despite obvious 
parallels in worship and emphasis on the centrality of the Holy Spirit, the actual develop-
ment of Zionist and Apostle prophetic healing and related Spirit-led inculturated ministries 
suggest that these have evolved more directly from internal and independent Bible interpre-
tation in relation to the African needs and worldviews than from sustained nurturing or 
directives by Pentecostal missions. 
Having based most of my argument on the Shona AlCs, the question remains about 
the representative nature of this case study for Southern Africa. I have little hesitation in 
suggesting that my findings may apply to most Zimbabwean AlCs. Two of the Spirit-type 
churches I have referred to and have studied intensively-the Maranke Apostles and the 
ZCC---constitute the largest AlC movements in the country. Taken together with all the 
other indigenous churches in the central and south-eastern regions of Zimbabwe, we are 
talking about millions of AlC adherents, a significant cross-section of the Spirit-type 
churches in Southern Africa. Considering the pitfalls of sweeping generalizations about this 
phenomenon in Zimbabwe alone, and having introduced a regional case study to call into 
question the validity of applying a Pentecostalist typology to the Spirit-type churches in 
South Africa on the basis of a somewhat controversial analysis of statistical data drawn 
from one South African township, I am admittedly loathe to introduce alternative classi-
ficatory categories for all South Africa. At most I can surmise, on account of periodic 
contacts with outstanding AlC leaders in the Gauteng region, notably Bishops Ngada, 
Ntongana, Mofokeng, Dr Lydia August, and others-that some of my observations may 
have broader application also in South Africa. It is my impression that here, too, the 
connection with classical Pentecostalism is incidental rather than focal. Bishop Ngada, for 
instance, prefer to call Spirit-type churches in the ecumenical movement he had founded 
"African Spiritual Churches" rather than "African Pentecostal Churches." It is also likely 
that the South African AlCs, against the backdrop of the bitter struggle against apartheid 
will use typologies for themselves entirely free from such theologically loaded terms such 
as Protestant or Pentecostal to avoid the connotation of being in any way appropriated by 
Western-oriented churches, irrespective of the formative influence these churches may have 
had in the past and patterns of interaction that may still prevail. As the AlCs increasingly 
participate in local and global ecumenical movements, they will find their own niche and 
craft their own typologies in the context of the world church . 
My attempt to distinguish and characterize the historical roots of a number of AlCs 
achieves little more than illustrating the complex nature of our efforts to determine the 
correct locus of this phenomenon in relation to African and World Christianity. The AICs, 
as a richly varied phenomenon, elude the categoric distinctions and typologies we as West-
ern academies somehow feel obliged to make. Our observations remain provisional until 
such time as local in-depth studies and the response of a representative number of AlC 
leaders provide the kind of data that warrant accurate generalizations. Theoretical consid-
erations about the identities and contributions of this branch of African Christianity in the 
6 For a full discussion of the reasons why the Roman Catholic Church has suffered less from schisms 
and defections than the Pentecostal churches, see my Quest for Belonging, 1987:87-97. 
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context of the global village should be weighed in the light of local studies as well as the 
self-interpretation of the AICs themselves, lest our subjective attempts to paint the global 
canvas fall short of African realities. 
Protest Movements? 
The protest theory of the origin and rise of the AICs predominated in the early 
literature. Most observers contended that racial segregation and the oppressive socio-politi-
cal conditions of colonialism provided the impetus for religious Independentism. A sharp 
distinction between sociopolitical and religious protest was not made by these theorists. 
Their differences in emphasis, however, allow for such differentiation, even though it must 
be conceded at the outset that the close identification between colonial rule and Christianity 
renders impossible a radical compartmentalization of political and religious factors. 
Sociopolitical Protest. Sundkler, the leading authority on South African AICs for many 
years, argued that Separatism was the result of the color bar within the Christian church 
(Sundkler 1961:37). Racism and the tightening squeeze on Africans through land legisla-
tion in his view stood in direct correlation with the increase of AIC membership. 
Andersson (1958 passim) related the Messianic movements in the Congo to the need for 
political expression, and Balandier (1953:41--65) characterized them as a reaction of the 
colonized to the colonizers. Lucy Mair ( 1959: 181) even qualified the phenomenon as a 
"simple correlation between the appearance of the cults and the absence of political repre-
sentation." Thus the AICs, then generally referred to as the Independent Churches, were 
portrayed as movements of political protest.. In recent years Jean Comaroff has extended 
this line of thought by developing an extensive ritual protest thesis. Her analysis of the 
Zionist dance in South Africa as an example of a "ritual of reconstruction" (Comaroff 
1985:164) identifies the objects of protest, namely the neocolonial marketplace and the 
apartheid state. In modern South Africa, she contends, it is obvious that "within the 'safe' 
and legitimate world of ritual action, a composite show of defiance is being acted out. Men 
demonstrate the threat of their physical strength ... [their] boots beat out a tattoo of resis-
tance and resolve. While there is seldom overt reference to the diffuse coercion of the neo-
colonial marketplace, or to the more concentrated oppressions of the apartheid state, the 
identity of evil is unmistakable" (Comaroff 1985:248; see Scandrett-Leatherman 1999:12). 
In his assessment of Comaroffs protest theory, Scandrett-Leatherman (1999:20-
21) raises two objections: "First the common semantic of the word 'protest' suggests a 
conscious object against which a person or group resists or rebels, but the acquiescent 
words, tones and work-ethics of Zionists make it difficult to interpret their ritual in this 
way. The second problem is that the protest thesis does not account for the ritualists' 
exegeses, rather it imposes an academic or state politics foci, a metropolitan perspective on 
African rituals by 'requiring' that the focus of rituals must somehow be on the governmen-
tal state in the form of a protest or acquiescence." This criticism is based to some extent on 
Kiernan's observations that Zionist rituals focus on the purity of the person and the power 
of God (Kiernan 1996:88, 101) and that the arena of power in this movement is not the 
outside world but the kingdom of Zion. Zionist rituals, according to Kiernan, appropriate 
symbols of power not so much as a means of cultural resistance to the state, as Comaroff 
infers, but by way of establishing an identity distinct from the immoral life associated with 
the African township. 
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Valuable as Kiernan's critique of the protest theory is, he attributes the insights for 
his views somewhat one-sidedly to the ''urban experience" and to the literature since 1975 
on urban AICs. "Religious independence," he claims, "is now viewed less as a negative 
reaction [a form of protest or withdrawal] on the part of the powerless to intolerable depri-
vation and more as a positive and potentially rewarding response to the demands of an 
urban environment" (Kiernan 1996:7). Had Kierman consulted my 1974 study (Daneel 
1974), he would probably have recognized that this work represents one of the first major 
attempts in AIC literature to refute the protest theory as overriding explanation for the exis-
tence of AI Cs. My central hypothesis predates but bears out Kiernan' s contention that the 
weakness of the protest theory as all-embracing explanation is exposed when its relevance 
is reviewed in relation to the ritual and observance of the African Independent Churches 
(Kiernan 1996: 18). The most telling point, however, is that my critique of the protest 
theory, unlike that of Kiernan, derives from a predominantly rural AIC experience. At 
most, therefore, the insights on AIC causation derived from urban studies corroborate and 
augment what has already been observed and substantially documented for AICs in their 
rural manifestation. 
A rejection of the limitations of the protest theory does not necessarily imply that 
one chooses then to characterize these movements as politically inactive or supportive of the 
political powers of the day. Werbner (1985:268-72), for instance, classifies the Zionists as 
politically acquiescent, as does Van Binsbergen (1981:55-59), at the opposite end of the 
continuum from protest ( as in Scandrett Leatherman 1999: 16). Schoffeleers ( 1988: 113-14) 
also underscores this interpretation when he suggests that ''Black theology ought to assist 
the Independents in developing an awareness of the need for political resistance against 
apartheid and Zionists should teach Black theology to continue their political theology with 
a deeper faith." It seems to me that neither the political protest theory nor the acquiescence 
hypothesis do full justice to the rich variation of factors determining the life and growth of 
Southern African AICs. My objection to the socioanthropological theories presented above 
is their categorical or exclusive application. Such a narrow focus on political orientation 
within the AICs invariably distorts or obscures the overall picture at the expense of signifi-
cant religious, theological, and related factors. 
Religious Protest 
Theologians who adopted the protest theory tended to shift the focus from political to more 
specifically religious protest. In this instance AIC growth is attributed largely to the nega-
tive reaction of African Christians to the flaws and limitations of the Western Churches. As 
a leading exponent of this viewpoint David Barrett ( 1968:56) qualified the entire movement 
of religious Independency as a reaction to missions, the root cause of which, he says, is "a 
failure in sensitivity, the failure of missions at one small point to demonstrate consistently 
the fullness of the biblical concept of love sensitive understanding towards others as 
equals, the failure to study or understand African society, religion and psychology in any 
depth .... " Prominent historians and missiologists like Hastings, Oosthuizen, and Bosch 
hold similar views (Daneel 1987:71f) even though they acknowledge the interplay of other 
causative factors as well. Central, however, are such inadequacies of foreign missions as 
poor communications, lack of dialogue, ignorance of indigenous beliefs and customs, 
racist attitudes, and the divisions caused by Western denominationalism as prime factors 
contributing to AIC growth. 
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Some African theologians appear to espouse similar or related theories. In his 
excellent analysis of missiological features in African theology, John Mbiti (1986: 176-
227), for instance, claims that the Western mission model dominated in the African church 
to the extent that the church lacked the independence to devise or develop mission models 
of its own. The reality of the AICs, he contended, compels one to consider the missionary 
policy of Western mission churches in order to determine how that enterprise can be 
brought to bear on Africa's own initiation of and participation in mission (Mbiti 1986:205). 
What Mbiti fails to recognize is that the AICs have already moved beyond protest to West-
ern missions and have successfully developed contextual mission models, more relevant in 
many ways to the church in Africa than the Western one Mbiti refers to. 
The religious protest theories are fundamentally flawed in that they reflect an over-
riding preoccupation with the limitations of foreign missions at the expense of what really 
motivates the AICs. In this approach one seeks in vain for an explanation of AIC growth 
and outreach in terms of innovative mission strategies from within the movement itself. 
Instead the basic assumption that the formation of AICs originate within Western-oriented 
mission churches is unmistakable. Such assumptions often include interpretations of the 
AICs as "sheep-stealers" or "Separatists" who derive their expansion primarily from 
schisms or individual defections from mission churches. 
On the basis of my research findings on Shona AICs, I have argued against the 
characterization of these churches as protest movements on the following grounds (Daneel 
1974:passim): 
• First, while one cannot dispute the reactionary dimension in the AICs, a one-sided 
preoccupation with this aspect obscures the creative and original missionary dynamic 
in this movement. On the whole AICs represent an authentic, indigenous response to 
the Gospel, an independent outreach into the world, coupled to an expansionary 
dimension free from European supervision or tutelage, and from the radical spirit 
symptomatic of a real or sustained reaction to foreign missions. 
• Second, the majority of Shona AICs I have studied in Zimbabwe did not arise as a 
result of the classical type schism as described by Sundkler. There were no schismatic 
crises with masses of mission church members leaving their folds at a distinguishable 
flash-point in time. In most cases the AIC leaders were engaged in prolonged mission-
ary endeavors in a pluriform religious context before their churches started growing. 
Moreover, statistics for the AICs surveyed indicate that the majority of Spirit-type 
church members interviewed on a fairly representative basis were never full members 
of any of the White-led mission churches prior to their AIC affiliation (see Daneel 
1974: 13f). Despite the strong mission church influence in the educational sector, as 
mentioned above, the AIC missionaries had succeeded, by implication, in recruiting 
the bulk of their membership from a mission-influenced but essentially still non-Chris-
tian background. 
• Third, in those movements where a start was in fact made by a nuclear group of 
mission church defectors, the reactionary phase tended to move into the background 
fairly quickly. Consequently the sustained stimulus for church growth derived from 
internal missionary zeal and enterprise, the focus of which soon outgrew attempts to 
recruit members from the original fold of the mission church. 
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• Fourth, these observations underscore the peripheral nature of protest as motivation for 
sustained AIC growth. Of much greater significance is the response of AIC mission-
aries to their own understanding of the Gospel challenge. Hence the central hypothesis 
in all my work on AICs that their outreach and growth is the result of Africanized 
missionary strategies and praxis. As missionizing institutions in their own right the 
AICs have contextualized the gospel message, its ceremonial expression, and its holis-
tic application in African society. What has drawn millions of people into these 
churches is an. understandable and persuasive existential involvement in enactment of 
the Christian good news. Here lies the great challenge for an extended future develop-
ment of African missiology, for the "reinvention of Christianity" or the experience of 
Christianity "with the African soul," as Ela (1986: 120) calls for. 
Liberationist Trends 
As the stark characterizations of the AICs as movements of political protest or 
acquiescence fail to adequately portray the richly varied nature of these churches, I suggest 
that the qualification "liberation movements" may be a more positive and appropriate desig-
nation, if one is to do justice to the undeniable reality of reaction or resistance without 
losing sight of all the other causative factors that contribute to the momentum of church 
growth. AIC leaders on the whole do not refer to their churches as "liberation movements," 
nor are they generally aware of Latin American liberation theology or familiar with the lit-
erature on South African Black Theology. Nevertheless, liberationist features are in full 
evidence in the checkered histories of the AICs. Unlike Black Theology where one finds a 
combination of academically sophisticated sociopolitical analysis and theological reflection, 
crystallizing in a written theology and conferences dominated by the theme of liberation, the 
AICs enact their own brand of liberation, unobtrusively yet forcefully at the grassroots of 
African society. Here, liberation belongs to the very being of the church: every form of 
ecclesiastic articulation expresses some form of independence from Western encroachment 
or control. The value of this implicit liberation theology for an emergent African theology is 
generally underrated, because AIC leaders mostly keep a low profile in national events and 
in the news media. They espouse an unwritten, heterogeneous theology in which liberation 
is often a more intuitively lived reality than an explicit theme of sermons or planned 
programs of action. Nevertheless, distinct trends of liberative action, some of which coin-
cide with discernable periods of national history in Africa countries, are in evidence: 
Religiocultural Liberation. In the early history of the AICs, their exodus from Western mis-
sionary institutions permitted a new experience of determining their own religious identity 
and exploring scriptural truths in a liberated atmosphere of song, dance, and sermons 
improvised to suit the occasion. Thus organizational emancipation has led to liturgical indi-
genization and transformation. This process, insofar as it included a re-evaluation of 
indigenous culture and religion, has led to numerous church rites informed by local African 
worldviews. I have discussed at length how the Shona AICs replaced the traditional 
kugadzira (ancestral home-bringing ceremony) with a Christian runyaradzo (consolation 
ceremony), the traditional mukwerere rain rituals and oracular ceremonies of the Mwari cult 
with Christian rain requests during "seed conferences" (ungano yembeu), and the healing 
practices of the traditional doctor-diviner (nganga) with a host of symbolically appropriate 
faith-healing practices (Daneel 1974 passim). 
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Faith-healing practices in the Spirit-type churches clearly reflect that religiocultural 
liberation is not just a reaction to Western mission control and medical science, accompa-
nied by an uncritical affirmation of indigenous rituals and customs. It also implies liberation 
of afflicted individuals from the fear of spiritual powers and life-threatening wizardry 
attacks. The Zionist and Apostolic prophets' healing rites therefore represent pastoral, psy-
chological liberation for people threatened by destructive forces. Even those accused of 
practicing wizardry ( uroyi) are presented with new opportunities for rehabilitation in the 
prophetic healing community. Instead of imposing the traditional penalty of death or ban-
ishment from the commnnity, the prophet initiates the sorcerer or witch into his/her healing 
colony and preaches a message of reconciliation. As a result the despair of the imputed and 
stigmatized wizard is replaced by hope and fresh possibilities of regaining his or her social 
status, not only in the church but also in the home village and wider society. This pastoral-
psychological approach of the prophet-healer commnnicates the Christian message of sal-
vation at the core of the African conceptual and experiential world. As such it constitutes 
the essence of healing, the single most effective recruitment mechanism of the entire 
movement. Given the element of protest in the above-mentioned exodus from Western 
control, one has to acknowledge an inculturated theology of healing practiced from a liber-
ated position which gives it an identity and value that has nothing to do with the over-
heated, reactionary atmosphere of church schisms. 
Socioeconomic Liberation. The AICs are all well adapted to rural conditions in Southern 
Africa. Extensive leadership structures and well worked out church responsibilities for 
office-bearers and lay members make it possible for people who have little political say or 
social standing to improve their social status. Church ceremonies, where members appear 
in their dignified robes or uniforms bearing their leadership monograms, provide opportu-
nity for the proud assertion of new identity. Spontaneous worship, song and dance 
enhance a sense of control over the problems of peasant existence. Thus church-life in all 
its absorbing and colourful variations, liberates participants from the blight of social obscu-
rity and drudgery. 
In a rural subsistence economy the AICs represent economic progress. They com-
mnnicate the good news of freedom from economic impotence and fatalism in the face of 
poverty and restricted farming conditions. This message is conveyed through identification 
with the poor and the concerted application of modern farming methods, resulting in 
improved cash crops. In Zimbabwe the Spirit-type leaders in particular qualified as master 
farmers and acquired farms in the erstwhile "Native Purchase Areas." Through a combina-
tion of improved farming and business enterprise they became examples of a degree of 
economic prosperity. The ZCC links the entire rural agricultural economy with religion in a 
holistic fashion. In Zion City Bishop Mutendi introduced a mutual aid system, according to 
which he would pray for rain just before the planting season, and bless the seed to be sown 
by his followers throughout the country. ZCC congregations reciprocate by bringing part 
of their harvest to Zion City, where it is used to feed orphans, the poor, and the sick, or as 
relief for church members in drought-stricken areas. This system honors the traditional 
principle of reciprocity. Farming is stimulated and improved by extending it beyond the 
narrow family context to the God-given, mystically protected context of the church. 
Consequently efficient farming methods and good harvests are interpreted as signs of 
divine blessing and become the subject of witness in ZCC sermons. Although the agricul-
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ture-based mutual aid systems of the ZCC and other AICs are not unqualified success 
stories, the improved ability of participant subsistence farmers to cope during crises and to 
start afresh with confidence communicates something of the uniqueness of a God whose 
love and mercy will not let one go (Daneel 1983:74-75). 
In recent years such AIC ecumenical movements as Fambidzano and the Associa-
tion of African Earthkeeping Churches [AAEC] have succeeded in soliciting considerable 
amounts of development funds from donor agencies abroad in an attempt to empower rural 
communities to engage in development projects. Fambidzano's erection of a large number 
of community development centers at AIC headquarters for purposes of vocational training, 
agricultural advancement, clothes manufacturing, and food, oil, and soap production, as 
well as the construction of water schemes at deprived villages, signalled the determination 
of AIC leaders to grapple with the process of economic advancement (Daneel 1989b:Ch.8). 
ZIRRCON's Women's Desk, in tum, currently empowers eighty Women's Clubs-
composed of both traditionalist representatives of AZfREC (Association of Zimbabwean 
Traditionalist Ecologists) and leading AIC women of the AAEC-to engage in a wide range 
of income-generating and ecological projects (Daneel 1998:Ch. 3 and 1999:Ch. 6). Despite 
the obvious disadvantage of creating a degree of dependence of foreign support, these 
ecumenically orchestrated economic initiatives serve as a major contribution in the rural 
struggle against poverty. 
In the urban situation the AICs emerge as "reorientation centers"----communities 
offering security and a chance of social integration in a harsh, relentlessly competitive 
world where stabilizing kinship codes and tribal mores no longer function effectively. 
Martin West (1975:195f) provides a representative picture of the value of urban AICs in 
their encounter with the complexities of urbanization in his Soweto-based study. I mention 
only a few outstanding features: 
• Brotherhood and social interaction. Individuals in new cells or congregations are 
encouraged to regard each other as kinsmen to compensate for the breakdown of the 
traditional extended family. In the metropolis where there is a great need for an intimate 
circle as basis and support for a new life, the AIC congregation becomes the nucleus of 
a new circle of friends. 
• Protection. In an insecure situation the church becomes a type of haven. Prophetic lead-
ers provide needed counsel and assistance with regard to business affairs, job opportu-
nities, and allied matters. Against the background of the traditional worldview, which 
presupposes continual interaction between the empirical and the spirit world, the AIC 
prophet provides a simple but convincing frame of reference in which God's Spirit acts 
as an informative, protective force in the callous urban environment. 
• Information and assistance. During church services newcomers to the city are given 
useful information on job opportunities, accommodation, and transport. Apart from 
spiritual support there is also material assistance such as food and clothing for the 
unemployed, money for funerals, and domestic help in times of illness. Women's 
associations concentrate on looking up and assisting those in trouble. This holistic aid 
is a major attraction, causing socially alienated city-dwellers to join the AICs. 
Kiernan' s excellent study of Zionists in K waMashu, near Durban, reveals similar 
trends. The Zionists themselves are poorer than the poor. Yet they manage to organize their 
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"bands" (i.e., congregations) as welfare organizations based on the principle of self-help. 
Consequently they provide an "insurance system" whereby their members, through regular 
contributions to the church, receive the necessary financial aid for the conduct of their 
socially significant ceremonies at births, marriages, and deaths. Thus the Zionists operate 
in an economy of needs rather than of acquisition and leisure (Kiernan 1996:Ch.3). 
As in Soweto the Durban Zionist churches function as protective institutions in 
hostile surroundings. They deal with the mystical threats of sorcery accusations providing 
security and group cohesion through the invocation of the liberating power of the God's 
Holy Spirit (ibid, ch. 4). 
The overall image that emerges from the studies by West and Kiernan is one of 
urban churches that actualize theology of fellowship and economic stability among the poor 
by way of new social structures and behavioral codes that support members in stressful 
situations marked by economic deprivation, alienation, and isolation. Material and spiritual 
frames of reference, adapted to the industrial environment, give meaning, hope, and a 
sense of liberation from an otherwise disorienting and emotionally debilitating urban exis-
tence. 
Political Liberation. The sermons and catechesis of mission churches throughout Southern 
Africa in all likelihood created an impression among Africans of a God who was concerned 
about individual morals and salvation rather than one who was directly involved in the rural 
administration of chiefs and headmen, the problems of divided loyalties in tribal politics, 
dispossession of territory, boundary disputes, and inheritance of tribal leadership. In this 
situation the prophetic AIC leaders transformed the image of a deus remotus into one of 
direct divine involvement in tribal and national politics. Here one can cite the sensitive lead-
ership of such outstanding prophetic figures as Shembe (Sundkler 1961:278f; Sundkler 
1976:161-97) and Lekganyane senior in South Africa; Mutendi and Maranke (Daneel 
1971:285f) in Zimbabwe, and Kirnbangu (Martin 1975) in Zaire. These were all leaders 
who, through close contact with chiefs and tribal elders, were aware of the problems of 
local administration and therefore presented a relevant gospel message at this level. 
Mutendi's appeal for tribal leaders in Zimbabwe derived largely from his coura-
geous resistance to colonial rule in the educational religious spheres for which he was 
arrested and detained on several occasions. His Zion City symbolized not only the Chris-
tian kingdom but also the Rozvi dynasty of centuries ago, which evoked the bygone glory 
of Shona nationhood. Thus his popular title, "man of God," had both religious and political 
connotations (Daneel 1971:386f). Mutendi introduced the Gospel message into tribal poli-
tics by having his Zionist prophets appointed as advisors to the tribal courts of affiliated 
chiefs. In this way the guidance through revelations of the Holy Spirit, as experienced by 
Zionists, could directly influence the customary judiciary and other facets of local govern-
ment, especially boundary disputes. Aware of the conflicts chiefs and headmen had to 
face-tom as they were between the disparate demands of colonial administration and local 
tribespeople-the "man of God" set himself the aim of providing frustrated tribal elders 
with a spiritual anchorage, which could help them function optimally in a situation that 
constantly reflected their impotence in relation to White overlords. 
The Zionist message of liberation was evolved in this context. It did not promise 
easy solutions or revolutionary changes that could bring sudden freedom from bondage. 
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Instead, the Zionist support system enabled chiefs and headmen to cope. They were being 
liberated from the fears and anxiety that often beset them. As Christ did not constitute a 
Messianic order that would satisfy Jewish nationalistic aspirations, Mutendi did not prom-
ise another Rozvi confederation or Zionist empire that would overthrow white rule. But 
through his life he set an example to the chiefs of how one could realistically cooperate with 
the rulers of the day without a loss of dignity and how one could fearlessly resist unjust 
legislation or action, even if such resistance rarely brought about the desired results. In a 
sense Zion City became a "halfway house" between colonial rule and radical African 
nationalist factions, a protective refuge where chiefs and headmen could participate in the 
subtle resistance of their people to the infiltration of foreign influence without entirely jeop-
ardizing their positions in relation to the European administration on whom they depended. 
One of the most striking instances of Mutendi' s resistance to colonial rule occurred 
in 1965 when the bishop supported the local Rozvi chiefs opposition to the district com-
missioner's arbitrary ruling on a well publicized Rozvi-Duma boundary dispute. The ruling 
jeopardized the ZCC holy city by placing it under the direct jurisdiction of a hostile Duma 
chief. When the Rozvi appeal failed, Mutendi took the initiative in launching a Supreme 
Court suit against the local district commissioner, the provincial commissioner, and the 
minister of the interior. The court case itself was lost, but for both the Rozvi people and the 
ZCC the entire episode had a tremendous psychological value. In this struggle, liberation 
meant that the "man of God" would brook no compromise in that, at the risk of losing his 
holy city-the pride and joy of his followers throughout the country-he would oppose the 
colonial regime. God's protection in this instance did not spell the retention of Zion City. 
Instead, it became manifest in the courage of an already aged bishop, who led his followers 
and a large number of Rozvi tribespeople in a massive exodus from Bikita District to a 
distant home in northern Gokwe. There they built a new Zion City and the ZCC flourished 
anew. Through his role in these events as an African Moses figure, Bishop Mutendi wrote 
a chapter of resistance or liberation history in the annals of ZCC, thus providing on the eve 
of Chimurenga (Zimbabwe's liberation struggle) a precedent for the active participation of 
his church in the bush war that was to culminate in Independence. 
In national politics the AICs of Zimbabwe on the whole kept a low profile. Their 
nationalist sympathies did not lead to unreserved participation in militant political activities. 
They were reluctant to allow their organizations to be used as platforms for party politics. 
During the I 950s and 1960s the larger AI Cs, including the ZCC, openly defied the Black 
nationalist parties, ZANU and ZAPU, by rejecting party membership and violent resis-
tance. Their motives were pragmatic ones of self-preservation, as they were aware of the 
pervasive presence in their gatherings of members of the Rhodesian intelligence service 
(CID). But aloofness from organized violence did not imply political alienation. Black 
nationalist sentiments were regularly expressed in the sermons and activities of the 
churches. At the core were themes of racial equality, the dignity of the Black race, and the 
competence of Africans to rule themselves. Thus the main AIC contribution to political lib-
eration lay in providing religious justification for the liberation struggle, for which they 
could moreover adduce the necessary scriptural affirmation. In this sense the AICs were the 
religious vanguard of Black nationalism. 
Examples of this include the following: 
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• Bishop Matthew Zvimba, founder of the Shiri Chena Church, in the beginning of the 
century already displayed his Black nationalist colors by declaring the traditional relig-
ious martyrs of the first Chimurenga [the 1896 rebellion] saints in his church. 
• Bishop Mutendi's entire public career [1925-1976] in Zimbabwe promoted essentially 
nonviolent Black resistance against colonial rule, provided an ideological model 
(through his holy city) of a Black-ruled state, and facilitated the socioeconomic welfare 
of thousands of followers. 
• Johane Maranke's AACJM expressed aggressive antiwhite sentiments on the assump-
tion that whites had killed Christ, withheld the message of the church of the Holy Spirit 
from Africans, and oppressed the "House of Ham" (the African race). 
The role of the AICs in the liberation history of Zimbabwe, as enacted in the bush 
war, has yet to be written. For members of both the Mission church and African Initiated 
Churches it was largely a matter of survival between the Scylla of the Rhodesian forces and 
the Charbydis of the guerrilla freedom fighters. Notwithstanding the fact that many guer-
rilla groups, using the slogan "Down with Jesus, the white man's god," actively opposed 
the churches, burning their buildings and Bibles and martyring a number of believers, the 
amazing thing is that at the height of the struggle in the 1970s virtually all AICs appear to 
have actively supported the freedom fighters. Distinctive patterns of interaction and support 
are briefly as follows: 
• Zionist prophets accompanied the guerrillas around the countryside for lengthy periods. 
They guided the fighters with prophetic advice in matters of battle strategy, locating the 
enemy, predicting the success or failure of planned campaigns, etc. 
• Prophets often played key roles as the Christian counterparts of traditional spirit medi-
ums at pungwe night vigils, to help identify wizards (varoyi)---the term applied to trai-
tors or government collaborators. Such identifications frequently led to executions, but 
there is enough evidence to suggest that prophets also contributed to moderation and the 
saving of lives when they found suspects to be innocent of the charges brought against 
them (Daneel 1996:Ch. 9).[Should this be 1996a or 1996b?] 
• Guerrillas often turned up at AIC headquarters for faith-healing treatment, food sup-
plies, and financial aid. There are known instances of mentally disturbed fighters who 
were admitted by ZCC communities for protracted periods, and were given a hiding 
place and care until they recovered. 
• Ethiopian-type headquarters as those of Bishop Gavhure of the First Ethiopian Church 
gave regular aid to the bush fighters in the form of blankets, food, and clothing. 
• Large numbers of AIC youths joined the brigades of youth volunteers (mijiba), who 
acted as messengers, intelligence agents, weapon bearers, and even punitive comman-
dos for the freedom fighters. 
In view of all this it is clear that the Zimbabwean AICs made a significant contribu-
tion to the country's liberation struggle and that many of them are justly proud of their 
share in the reconquest of their "lost lands" and the attainment of political independence. 
Here we have a rich tradition of unrecorded liberation theology. African theologians cannot 
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present Southern African liberation theology adequately without researching the history of 
this enacted contribution and interpreting it from an AIC perspective. 
In the light of this Zimbabwean case study, the characterization of South African 
Zionists as apolitical by Schoffeleers and Kiernan may require some revision. The AICs on 
the subcontinent have certainly not generally been politically acquiescent or supportive of 
oppressive rule. If one considers the combination of pragmatic and prophetic liberationist 
elements in Bishop Mutendi's resistance strategy, it is conceivable that the positive interac-
tion between Bishop Lekganyane (Mutendi's South African counterpart) and the pre-inde-
pendence white presidents of South Africa did not preclude either individual involvement of 
ZCC members in the radical struggle against apartheid, or the provision by this Zionist 
Church of religious justification at the time for Black nationalist ideals. In addition, a study 
of the history of AICs will compel African theologians, who have hitherto tended to see 
these churches' merits as limited to the indigenization or inculturation of church praxis, to 
accord greater recognition to their distinctive socioeconomic and political contribution to the 
independence of African states. 
Environmental Liberation. For the past ten years a large contingent of Zimbabwean AICs 
have engaged in a wide-ranging ministry of environmental liberation. Their activities in 
afforestation, wildlife conservation, and the protection of water resources are popularly 
referred to as the "War of the Trees." In many ways they are pioneering a fully inculturated 
African ecotheology that includes new patterns of close interaction and dialogue with tradi-
tionalists, new interpretations of Christo logy, and a proclamation of salvation that extends 
to all creation. These trends are discussed below in my description of the AAEC' s tree-
planting eucharist, and therefore need no detailed comment at this point. 
Two features of the AICs' commitment to the environmental liberation struggle, 
however, are worthy of consideration at this point. First, the entire movement stands fully 
in the tradition of Zimbabwe's liberation history. The traditionalist counterparts of the AIC 
earthkeepers, namely the spirit mediums and Mwari cultists of AZTREC (Association of 
Zimbabwean Traditionalist Ecologists) count many key figures who were active in the 
Chimurenga war front. Likewise quite a number of affiliated AAEC (Association of African 
Earthkeeping Churches) prophetic leaders actively supported the guerrilla fighters. The 
green fighters, therefore-be they traditionalists operating on behalf of the guardian ances-
tors of the land or Christians responding to the call of Christ the Earthkeeper-draw delib-
erately on a rich liberationist heritage in their mobilization of grassroots communities for 
environmental reform, and interpret their struggle as a direct extension of the war that led to 
Independence. 
Second, the AAEC's earthkeeping drive blends with the above-mentioned attempts 
of the AICs in recent years to engage in the socioeconomic upliftment of their people. The 
"war" against poverty and that against uncontrolled environmental devastation go hand in 
hand. In both instances the AICs are increasingly involved in the planning and implementa-
tion of modern projects that require technical skills, regular interaction with donor agencies, 
the development of accountable financial control systems, the conscientization of rural 
communities through workshops, the control and monitoring of nurseries and woodlots, 
and so forth. Significantly, much of this is achieved without a loss ofreligious identity, but 
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with a growing awareness of the AICs being part of the world church and valued members 
of the global village. 
Finally the quest for liberation in all its diverse manifestations seems to enrich rather 
than distract or distort church life. A healthy dialectic between liberative impulses, conver-
sion, and spiritual growth apparently prevails. The church remains the church---calling its 
members to repentance, preaching the Gospel, administering the sacraments, and reaching 
out into the world in mission----despite and also because of the specific liberationist con-
cerns that hold sway during particular historical periods. While living in Zion City in 1965, 
for example, during the period of crisis following the government ruling on the Rozvi-
Durna boundary dispute, I observed that the church maintained and intensified its annual 
program of paschal celebrations followed by missionary campaigns. ZCC sermons, which 
I recorded during mission campaigns, indicated a special focus on the urgency of conver-
sion against the backdrop of God's judgement and Christ's cross and resurrection, as is 
common in the church. Reference to Mutendi's plight and the possible loss of Zion City, if 
anything, served to deepen the Zionists' understanding of a suffering Christ. 
Missionary Churches! 
The term "Mission Church" has been so predominantly used in Africa for the West-
ern "mainline churches" that few observers have applied it to the AICs. By way of main-
taining their own unique identity, AIC leaders themselves seldom use this designation. 
Neither do they refer to those in their midst engaged in evangelistic outreach as 
"missionaries." Such leadership terms as bishop, minister, healer, prophet, evangelist, 
preacher, and several others prevail for both male and female office-bearers, regardless of 
the degree of individual involvement in planned or spontaneous outreach in the world. And 
yet the AICs have developed such a wide range of inculturated mission models, effective in 
their implementation to trigger and sustain church growth, that they undoubtedly qualify as 
African mission churches, served by their own African missionaries. Judged by Venn's 
three-selves criteria for church-planting, the AICs on the whole are fully self-governing, 
self-supporting and self-propagating.7 In terms of their enactment of local grassroots 
theologies, they can also be said to be self-theologizing. They may lag behind the Mission-
founded African churches-mainline "younger" or "daughter" churches-in terms of 
institutional development, theological education, and access to Western resources, but they 
certainly are more autonomous, self-reliant, and capable of coping with the often scant 
resources at their disposal than their Western-related counterparts. 
AIC mission praxis often remains hidden in the growth histories of these churches. 
A variety of mission models are enacted daily at the grassroots of African society, not 
written up, appropriated in theoretical shape by specialized missiologists, and then imple-
mented by some church council or board. Instead, these models are diffuse, integral to 
holistic patterns of church life, escaping exact definition yet manifesting distinct contours 
where AIC leaders and fellow believers proclaim and live the Gospel good news. This is 
particularly evident in the missionary impetus derived in the Spirit-type churches from the 
7 For a discussion of Venn's three-selves formula, see Verkuyl 1978:52-53, Warren 1971, and 
Beyerhus 1959:39-41. 
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sacrament of holy communion. I shall pay special attention to three variations of the eucha-
rist-related mission model in a brief overview of only a few of the most outstanding 
features of AIC missions. illustrations will be drawn mainly from the ZCC (Zion Christian 
Church) and the AACJM (African Apostolic Church of Johane Maranke, popularly referred 
to as the VaPostori, or "Apostles"), the two largest AICs in Zimbabwe. 
The Sacrament as "Launching Pad" for Missionary Endeavor 
Many of the Spirit-type churches in Zimbabwe, including the robed Ndaza Zionists, 
have built their mission campaigns around their tri-annual paschal celebrations. In these 
celebrations the Eucharist is the climactic flash-point that sends off bands of office-bearers 
to preach, convert, and baptize people in the regions beyond. But it was particularly the 
ZCC and the VaPostori who excelled in fusing the sacramental peak of these celebrations-
called "Paseka" by the Zionist and "Pendi" (Pentecost) by the Apostles-with the church's 
response to Christ's great commission. During the massive ZCC meetings at Zion City, 
preceding the Eucharist, the late Bishop Mutendi would preach repeatedly about Christ's 
classic mission command as found in Matthew 28:19. As Christ urged his disciples, the 
Zionist "man of God" would confront his thousands of followers with the command: "Go 
ye forth and make disciples of all nations!" In response the church councillors during daily 
sessions planned and prayed for the forthcoming missionary campaign, based as it was on 
the mobilization of the entire church. 
Bishop Mutendi seldom dwelt on the actual meaning of the words "all the nations," 
save to imply that a rich harvest of new converts was expected. Neither did he describe 
precisely the object of missionary endeavor. He tended to give the mission command a 
Zionist connotation by relating it to texts like Isaiah 62:1, "for Zion's sake I will not hold 
my peace and for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest." In addition he rebuked those who 
evaded the mission task by comparing them to the Israelites' hardening of heart 
(Rom.11:25). 
In April 1965 Mutendi sent off his followers on their mission campaign with the 
following message: 
Jesus sent out His disciples and they had only one task to perform. This task is like 
a battle described in Dent. 20: I, "when thou goest forth to battle against thine 
enemies, thou shalt not be afraid of them for the Lord Thy God is with thee, who 
brought thee out of the land of Egypt." In battle, when the leader says "Fire!" the 
soldiers advance. Now that we say "Fire!" after Paseka you must go out like one 
man to preach God's word. Do not be diverted, walk straight as you advance. You 
are going to fight Satan because you are the soldiers of God. 
Let the cowards who cringe when they see a European sit down, because they will 
not make good soldiers anyway. In the old times when I met opposition [from the 
colonial government who tried to stop his activities] all the elders backslid and left 
me because of fear. Only John remained at my side and the two of us kept going. 
As Jacob freed Israel, a deliverer comes from Zion and the preachers are sent forth 
into the world. The followers brought in (to Zion City), will be like the sand of the 
sea. 
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Mutendi's reference to his own perseverance on preaching tours was intended to 
inspire his followers to overcome opposition. The qualification "deliverer from Zion" 
suggests close identification between Mutendi's work and that of Jesus Christ. In the 
convictions and life-long commitment of the Zionist leader, the claim of Jesus Christ "all 
powers in heaven and on earth are given to me" [Mtt. 28:18]-those powers on which the 
great commission rests-take concrete, appealing, Zionist shape. In the call of his entire 
church to mission, therefore, the iconic leadership of the "man of God" is most strikingly 
illustrated. Christ incarnate in Africa summons his black followers to action. God becomes 
compellingly visible in the black face, the hands, the feet, the message of his emissary. 
Likewise the late Johane Maranke emerges in the sermons of his followers at the 
climax of their annual Pentecost Celebration near Mt. Nyengwe in the Maranke Communal 
lands where he was first called and filled by the Holy Spirit, as the prototype of Christ, the 
black missionary par excellence. For Johane was first and foremost an Apostle of Christ, 
one whose missionary vision did not afford him the luxury of building a "holy city" as 
Mutendi did. His thirty years of working life subsequent to his calling consisted of endless 
evangelizing travels, much of it on foot, throughout Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique, 
Malawi, Northern Transvaal and all the way north into Zaire: converting, baptizing, healing 
and organizing thousands of followers into new Apostolic congregations. 
Preoccupation with Johane' s life during Pentecost sermons stimulates in the ranks 
of his followers a renewal of commitment to the church's missionary mandate. Focusing 
on the Apostolic leader as icon of Christ is tantamount to considering both the head and the 
body of the entire church. And as the founder-leader was nothing but an itinerant mission-
ary, proclaiming and living the good news, the entire church is exhorted to be similarly 
engaged, to cross boundaries in mission. 
For seventeen days on end as the masses of Apostles-up to 100,000 members-
prepare themselves for the Eucharist, the community of believers (the kereke) is cleansed 
through fasting and prayer, through preaching, choir song, confessions of sin, and a 
concerted drive by the prophets to rid participants of all indwelling evil spirits. In this way 
the believers' communal witness to the world, through renewal by the Holy Spirit, is con-
sidered to be strengthened. 
As the seventeen-day "Pentecost" progresses towards its eucharistic climax, ser-
mons about the late Johane's presence experienced by his followers through dreams and 
visions serve to sharpen a communal sense of vocation. Johane Maranke increasingly 
features as the true emissary, the Apostle of Africa, sent by Christ to bring deliverance to 
the neglected and oppressed house of Ham. This "house"-the African race-is now 
carrying out Christ's commission because the houses of Shem and Japheth, the whites, had 
proved themselves incapable of faithful missionary service. In their greed for the riches of 
Africa they had dropped the banner of the Holy Spirit, only for it to be picked up by the 
Apostles of Africa. 
The link between sacrament and mission annually expressed in the two churches 
under survey is less the result of theological reflection than intuitive understanding of the 
dialectic between compassionate spirituality and Christian witness, with growth in the body 
of believers as a result. As missionaries the strength and influence of both men lay in their 
leading by example and sharing their commitment to Christ's commission with their fol-
lowers. At the very point of inviting their followers to the table of communion they were 
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challenging them to share the salvific good news not only among themselves but to carry it 
to the wider family of humankind. The Black iconic leader, as Christ incarnate, was hand-
ing his followers earth-bound symbols of internal bondedness in community and external 
outreach. In Bishop Mutendi' s case, the same hands that handed out the sacramental 
elements would, in the aftermath of the Paschal Eucharist, be laid on the heads and bodies 
of thousands of departing Zionists missionaries to bless their corning missionary campaign 
across the country and beyond its borders. Here rests Africa's communal response to 
Christ's great commission. 
That both leaders in a posthumous state, yet represented by the leadership of their 
offspring, are considered by their followers to maintain the impetus of the missionary drive 
and growth of their churches-mainly through inspiring dreams and visions-is further 
indication of Africa's religious genius at work in contextualizing the missionary nature of 
the church. In this instance the Christian cloud of witnesses [Hebr. 12] of deceased mis-
sionary leaders provides new content to the traditional bondedness of the living with their 
ancestors. The ongoing interpretation and implementation of mission from within the 
eucharistic context keeps being informed by the life histories, experience, and mission 
strategies established by the deceased emissaries of God. The inspirational value of the 
exemplary lives of these outstanding African missionaries in itself begs historical record-
ing, not only for the sake of the local African church but also for the world church. 
I have described the wide-ranging ripple effects of Zionist and Apostolic witnessing 
and recruitment activities triggered by sacramental celebration (Daneel 1980 passim; 1999), 
the details of which cannot be incorporated here. It is important, however, to note that a 
unique feature of this mission model is that it actuates the entire church in outreach and 
service. Outlying congregations are mobilized by the newly mandated emissaries, to 
proclaim salvation and conversion in Christ, to do courageous battle with illness, poverty, 
oppression, and demons through upliftment, prayer, and exorcism. ZCC women feature 
prominently in such campaigns. They engage in Bible instruction, healing activities, and 
witness sermons in surrounding villages, drawing large crowds to the weekend rallies 
where conversion and baptism takes place. Meanwhile the home congregation at Zion City 
engages in daily intercession for the campaign. This is kept up until all the team leaders 
have returned to report on the state of congregations they have visited and the recruitment 
of new members. 
Like the Zionist Eucharist the Apostolic sacrament ceremony, which lasts a full day 
and night, is a massive statement of missionary resolve. The late Johane's missionary life 
which mirrors a pilgrim discipleship in Christ is sacramentally grafted onto the church's 
existence. Consequently a ripple effect of Apostolic witness and recruitment is achieved all 
over Zimbabwe and surrounding countries as the vaPostori return to their home districts to 
engage in their ministry to the world with renewed vision and fervor. In this case reports of 
campaigns and conversions are not made back at the church headquarters but rather to their 
senior regional office-bearers, to suit the Apostles' somewhat decentralized form of church 
organization. Church growth and the creation of new sabbath [i.e. congregational] centers, 
are confirmed and assessed during regional Pendi festivities when Johane's living repre-
sentatives and head of the church visits the district to participate and give guidance to local 
church life. In the principal leader's itinerant lifestyle and the deliberate rejection of any 
attempt to develop a holy city, Johane's singular determination to imitate the ministry of 
Christ and of the New Testament Apostles remains in evidence. 
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For an evaluation of this type of mission model the following points are worthy of 
consideration: 
• First, both AIC leaders have succeeded in forging a direct link between Eucharist and 
great commission. Focal in the motivation for Christian witness and in the contents of 
the message itself is the ritualized expression of Christ's cross and resurrection. The 
church leaders' example of suffering and sacrifice in mission is a reminder of disciple-
ship under the sign of the cross. And the prophet-healers' directly related ministry of 
healing which holds the promise of new life in the combat of evil symbolizes the 
Savior's resurrection. Thus the essence of a Christocentric message obtains inculturated 
meaning in the preparation for and the proclamation of good news in the African world. 
• Second, the Christology undergirding this model is contextually African and subject to 
some limitations. Christ incarnate in the life of the iconic leader meets the immediate 
needs of a peasant society because he is himself a peasant. He is as dependent as his 
followers on good crops and rainy seasons. He reads and understands Scriptures 
through the same cosmological grid, determined as it is by African culture and religion, 
as do his fellow peasants and rural audience. He facilitates a breakthrough in the subor-
dinated status of women by way of the church's gender-liberating missionary thrust. 
For all its positive significance in mirroring Christ in a specific context, however, 
iconic leadership also runs the risk of obscuring Christ. In this instance the prophetic 
leader risks a form of popular deification, if not for the entire church then at least in the 
minds of some of his followers. His close identification with Christ can be the cause of 
confusion, in that he becomes a "Black Savior" or "Messiah" should his mediation 
supersede or eclipse that of Christ. 8 Theological imperfections of this nature, however, 
should not be cause for categoric judgement. Unevenness in church praxis and belief 
systems is the hallmark of the world church itself and should stimulate ongoing theo-
logical reflection, interaction, improvement, and growth. 
What we do find in the model under survey is the beginnings, if in some respects distorted 
or incomplete, of the kind of "total Christology" that Bosch (1991:399) considered indis-
pensable for a relevant missiology. He argued that "We stand in need of an interpretation of 
salvation which operates within a comprehensive christological framework, which makes 
the Totus Christus-his incarnation, earthly life, death, resurrection and parousia-indis-
pensable for church and theology. All these christological elements taken together constitute 
the praxis of Jesus, like the One who both inaugurated salvation and provided us with a 
model to emulate." 
• Third, the eucharistic sacrament qualifies and repeatedly affirms the very nature of the 
church as missionary. The sacrament does not call for introverted reflection as if the 
church as community has some internal sanctified life from where it sends emissaries 
into the world. Instead of mission being secondary to its being, the entire church exists 
8 Some of the early theological criticisms of the so-called African "messianic movements" were not 
based on conclusive empirical evidence. See: Sundkler 1961:323; Daneel 1987:179[ Few AIC leaders claim 
to be Black Messiahs. To the extent that this image of church leadership emerges among the followers of 
some forceful leaders, the implications are more often the illumination of Christ in the African context than 
the usurpation of His mediation. 
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by virtue of its being sent (Barth 1956:725, in Bosch 1991:372). Ecclesial definitions 
were not uppermost in the minds of men like Mutendi and Johane. But they shared and 
lived the conviction that the churches they had founded were essentially part of God's 
mission, ormissio Dei. As a result of such conviction and their own lifestyles as itiner-
ant missionaries, the churches they led became "pilgrim churches." Of the pilgrim 
church Bosch (1991:373-74) says: "The biblical archetype here is that of the wandering 
people of God, which is so prominent in the letter to the Hebrews .... God's pilgrim 
people need only two things: support for the road, and a destination at the end of it. It 
has no fixed abode here; it is a paroika, a temporary residence." Or, in the words of 
Hoekendijk (1967:30, 38) the church is permanently underway, towards the ends of 
the world and the end of time. 
• Fourth, the desire to mediate salvation played and still plays a central role in the ZCC's 
and AACJM's mission, as it did in the history of Christian missions worldwide. As 
Gort (1988:203; in Bosch 1991:393) correctly observes, the "soteriogical motif' may 
indeed be termed the "throbbing heart of missiology" since it concerns the "deepest and 
most fundamental question of humanity." I have admittedly not paid this subject suffi-
cient attention here. Yet the histories of both churches and an analysis of some of the 
sermons preached during missionary campaigns reveal holistic and comprehensive per-
ceptions of salvation. On the one hand the Pauline emphasis on individual salvation 
through conversion, set against a background of apocalyptic expectations of God's 
final triumph over evil, Christ's return, and eternal life for the reborn in heaven, is in 
full evidence. On the other hand salvation is so easily identified with healing, the quest 
for justice, socioeconomic improvement through development, and different forms of 
liberation, e.g. from the threats of wizardry, from colonial oppression, etc.-in other 
words, all the immediate benefits deriving from membership to the "people of God" in 
their holy cities or Black Jerusalems-that researchers have tended to signal a one-sided 
preoccupation with the realization of salvation here and now, a "realized eschatology" at 
the expense of God's future. 
Whatever the eschatological balance or imbalance in the soteriology of these two 
churches, the evidence points at an exceedingly rich legacy in mission history and contex-
tually enacted, if partly fragmented and unsystematized, theology of mission. There is no 
doubt in my mind that we have in this legacy important building stones for an original and 
long overdue African missiology. 
Ecumenical Sacrament and Witness 
The tradition of a mission-activating Eucharist was extended and given new content 
in the context of the African Independent Church Conference (AICC), popularly called 
Fambidzano (lit. "cooperative of churches"), the first ecumenical movement of substance 
among the Zimbabwean AICs, founded in 1972. Fambidzano, which at its peak had a 
membership of some ninety churches, selected as its core message the texts of John 17 :21-
23, where Christ prays that his disciples be united so that the world can see and believe that 
He (Christ) has been sent by his Father. To the AICs concerned, these texts called for 
church unity as condition for effective missionary witness. Their newly found reconcilia-
tory ecumenism first of all spelled a joint enterprise in theological training, and then also a 
message of good news in the implementation of community development programs to 
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combat poverty and lack of economic opportunity (Daneel 1989b:Chs. 5-9). In the week-
end meetings of regional member churches, joint paschal celebrations eventually caused the 
former exclusively conducted Eucharist of each church to be given a broader ecumenical 
base. Although such Eucharists did not ensue in united missionary action of the same mag-
nitude or duration as that of the ZCC or the vaPostori, they remained the vehicles of mis-
sionary outreach. Fambidzano's ecumenical paschal sermons, for instance, tended to trig-
ger conversions and baptisms. Thus the direct result of sacramental celebrations were 
baptismal ceremonies during which the leaders of participant churches would enter the 
"waters of Jordan" (any dam or river suited for the occasion) together, to baptize converts 
according to the church of their choice. 
Fambidzano's Eucharist-in-mission reflected the tendency, much like the Eastern 
Orthodox churches to celebrate rather than formulate church unity. Saayman's (1984:9) 
observation about Orthodox ecumenism that "experience of the given unity [in eucharistic 
communion] is much more important than theologizing about unity" also applies to the 
Fambidzano experience. That the Eucharist could serve as a platform for ecumenical 
mission was quite remarkable, considering the exclusivist and opposing doctrinal traditions 
of the Spirit- and Ethiopian-type churches. In the pre-Fambidzano period each camp had 
serious reservations about the Christian nature of the other. Quite apart from exposure to 
Fambidzano's more regular ecumenical programs in joint theological training, annual 
general conferences, women's work, etc., the dedication and persistence of regional lead-
ers was required to bridge the deep-seated attitudes of prejudice and distrust between 
churches before the ecumenical celebration of sacraments became a reality. The late Bishop 
Matthew Porridge of the Gutu district, TEE graduate and one of the rotating presidents of 
Fambidzano, was such a man. 
As successor of Bishop Makuti, who had broken away from Mutendi's ZCC in 
1947, Porridge had developed a brand of ZCC Zionism less dominated by a personality 
cult and therefore ecumenically more flexible than Mutendi's church. Yet it took him years 
to establish regular patterns of ecumenical endeavor in the eastern chiefdoms of Gutu where 
he regularly operated. He propagated the essential link between ecumenism and mission 
with great fervor until he eventually succeeded in drawing the widest possible cross-section 
of Mission (Dutch Reformed, Full Gospel, Methodist, Church of Christ, etc.) and Inde-
pendent Churches into a regular program of joint paschal celebrations. Porridge's success 
in persuading large numbers of vaPostori to participate-the church with arguably the 
strongest anti-ecumenical bias in Zimbabwe-underscored the far-reaching ecumenical 
impact of his ministry. 
Concerned with the witness character of Paseka against the background of ZCC 
mission strategy and Fambidzano's interpretation of John 17, Bishop Porridge moulded his 
ecumenical eucharist into a ceremony that combined internal reorientation, cleansing and 
spiritual upliftment in the church's visible unification as the body of Christ, with the out-
bound witnessing movement of the church into the world. In other words the paschal event 
itself, instead of forming the launching pad of missionary work still to be conducted else-
where in the country, in itself became mission, witness to the world. Preparatory sermons 
for sacramental celebration increasingly combined calls for confessions of sin, inner 
cleansing, and conversion. Ecumenism in this context engendered a spirit of ecclesial 
altruism whereby the focus shifted from a specific church benefiting from ecumenical 
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recruitment to the more broadly conceived salvific dispensation wrought by Christ incar-
nate. 
In analyzing the main features of the Fambidzano-inspired ecumenical Paschal 
sacrament (Daneel 1989b: 127-46), I have come to the conclusion that missionary or 
recruitment strategies are not singled out by representatives of participant churches as sub-
jects of extensive proclamation or debate. Yet the undercurrent of awareness that unity in 
Christ incorporates the church's witness to the world was unmistakable. At no point did the 
concern for inner sanctity as a condition for sacramental union or the insistence on individ-
ual conversion result in calls for the distancing of the church from the world. The entire 
event served as a powerful statement about God's mission to the world and a call to all 
humans to repent. 
Ecological Eucharist and Widened Perceptions of Mission 
The third variation of sacrament-inspired mission concerns yet another ecumenical 
Eucharist, one that serves the earthkeeping drive of the Shona AICs and which affirms the 
two sacramental traditions mentioned above. In recent years a tree-planting Eucharist was 
developed in the context of the Association of African Earthkeeping Churches (AAEC). 
Popularly referred to as the maporesanyika (lit., "earth-healing") ceremony, this Eucharist 
unites the attempts of AICs to make a worthwhile contribution in Zimbabwe's environ-
mental liberation struggle, "the war of the trees." The AAEC currently counts some 150 
member churches, mainly prophetic movements of the Zionist type, but also includes 
Johane Maranke's AACJM. These churches represent an estimated total of 2 million adher-
ents throughout Zimbabwe. As an earthkeeping contingent they form the Christian counter-
part of the Association of Zimbabwean Traditionalist Ecologists (AZTREC), a traditionalist 
movement in which chiefs and spirit mediums play significant ecological roles at the behest 
of the senior guardian ancestors of the land (varidzi venyika) and the ancient high-god cult 
at the Matopo hills. 
Together the two sister organizations belong to a fmancially empowering agency 
called ZIRRCON (Zimbabwean Institute of Religious Research and Ecological Conserva-
tion). This body today represents the largest NGO for environmental reform at the rural 
grassroots in Zimbabwe. Some 5 million trees have already been planted in more than 
2,000 woodlots. Ten nurseries in various districts in the Masvingo Province each cultivate 
between 50,000 and 100,000 seedlings each year. Through AZTREC and the AAEC peas-
ant communities are mobilized on a massive scale to establish their own woodlots near 
stable water points. A great variety of trees are planted for commercial, religious, aesthetic, 
and ecologically protective purposes. ZIRRCON and its sister organizations cultivate larger 
numbers of indigenous tree seedlings than any other institution in Zimbabwe. 
The liturgical sequence of the tree-planting Eucharist entails a series of related 
activities. Preparation starts with the digging of holes and in some instances with the fenc-
ing of the woodlot, referred to as "The Lord's Acre." The preparation of the holy 
communion table, with seedlings and sacramental elements standing side by side, is fol-
lowed by celebratory song and dance and rousing earthkeeping sermons by leading AIC 
earthkeepers. The sacrament itself is introduced by public confessions of ecological sins, 
such as felling trees without planting any in return, causing soil erosion through river-bank 
cultivation, etc., under the guidance of Spirit-filled prophets. Communicants then proceed 
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to the communion table, seedling in hand, as if to draw creation symbolically into the inner 
circle of Christ, the Redeemer of all creation. Meanwhile one of the AIC bishops blesses 
the stretch of land to be healed by trees, by sprinkling holy water and scattering holy soil 
over it, yet another symbolic activity of drawing earth into sacramental participation. 
During the tree-planting ceremony itself the individual communicants address the seedlings 
as brothers and sisters who are to be nurtured and protected by the earthkeepers while they 
are to keep the soil firm against erosion with their roots and grow many leaves so that the 
rest of creation can breathe fresh air. In conclusion, a healing ceremony for afflicted earth-
keepers is performed, with laying-on of hands, sprinkling of holy water, and prayers to the 
tune of rhythmic dance and song. Thus the tree-planting sacrament integrates the healing of 
earth and humans as witness of Christ's good news to the world. 
Sacrament and Mission Command. Unlike the ZCC practice where the Eucharist was the 
flashpoint of missionary mobilization within the confines of a single church, followed up 
by a geographically wide-reaching campaign of evangelistic work and membership recruit-
ment in its aftermath, the AAEC tree-planting Eucharist is in itself the witnessing event, the 
proclamation of good news unto all creation. It is enacted in nature and in the presence of 
non-Christian fellow fighters (AZTREC) of the War of the Trees. These traditionalist 
earthkeepers do not partake of the bread and wine but they assimilate the message, observe 
the sacrament, and assist with tree-planting. In this circumstance the classic mission com-
mand of Mtt. 28:19 is assumed rather than featuring as a central theme of proclamation. 
Not that ecological endeavor in any way supercedes the call for repentance, conversion, 
human salvation, and church formation-the essential missionary dynamic of all prophetic 
AICs. But the mission mandate here is derived from the healing ministry of Christ and 
related to the believer's stewardship in service to all creation, as required by God in the 
creation story of Genesis, and highlighted repeatedly with reference to Col. 1: 17-in Christ 
all things hold together. In the sermons delivered in these Eucharists, Christ emerges as the 
healer of all creation and his disciples as fellow earth healers. Hence, the popular designa-
tion of these eucharistic events as maporesanyika ("healing the earth") ceremonies, the 
Christian counterpart of AZTREC' s ancestral tree-planting rituals, called mafukidzanyika 
("clothing the earth"). 
That the tree-planting Eucharist is mission, that it constitutes and empowers earth-
healing mission, is reflected in the sermon of Bishop Wapendama, leader of the Signs of 
the Apostles Church. During an AAEC afforestation ceremony at his headquarters, he 
roused his multi-church audience of tree planters as follows: 
Mwari [God] saw the devastation of the land. So He called His envoys 
[ZIRRCON/AAEC leaders] to shoulder the task of delivering the earth .... Together 
with you, we, the Apostles, are now the deliverers of the stricken land.... We, the 
deliverers were sent by Mwari on a divine mission.... Deliverance, Mwari says, 
lies in the trees. Jesus said: "I leave you, my followers, to complete my work." 
And that task is the one of healing! We, the followers of Jesus, have to continue 
with his healing ministry.... So let us all fight, clothing, healing the earth with 
trees!. .. It is our task to strengthen this mission with our numbers of people. If all 
of us work with enthusiasm, we shall clothe and heal the entire land with trees and 
drive off affliction [the evil of destruction]. I believe we can change it! 
In delivering this message in the context of an ecumenical holy communion Wapen-
dama implies that where the union between Christ and his disciples ( cutting across denomi-
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national boundaries) is sacramentally confirmed, the mission of earth-healing integral to it 
is visibly acknowledged and revitalized. God certainly takes the initiative to deliver and 
restore the ravaged earth, but the responsibility to deliver the stricken earth from its malady 
here and now lies with the Christian body of believers, i.e., the church (Carmody 
1983:78). 
Wapendama's insights hints at Africa's understanding of the church's comprehen-
sive missionary task in his world, not as a privileged community of mere soul savers but in 
terms of Bishop Anastasios of Androussa' s vision that: ''the whole world, not only 
humankind but the entire universe, has been called to share in the restoration that was 
accomplished by the redeeming work of Christ" (quoted in Messer 1992:69-70). 
Good News in the Earthkeeper's World. The good news of salvation at the heart of the 
AIC proclamation of the Gospel has always included concern for the individual human 
being and for the community of believers. The call for conversion at no point excluded 
soul-salvation and the promise of eternal life for believers in heaven, however diverse the 
futuristic perceptions of heaven might be-as "holy city of God," as antithesis of the "pit of 
fire," or merely as "being with God" in the afterlife. Yet, as mentioned above, one of the 
major characteristics of AIC eschatology has been an emphasis on the realization of salva-
tion here and now, in the black holy cities or in the quality of life experienced in communi-
ties where the men or women of God mirrored divine grace in the context of Africa. Con-
sequently salvation for many in the AIC world connotes primarily healing and liberation: 
healing of the entire body and spirit of the individual human being and of destructive inter-
human relations, and liberation from such oppressive forces as white missionary tutelage, 
poverty, and political powerlessness, unto justice and a renewal of human dignity. 
The AAEC' s tree-planting Eucharist functions as a vehicle for the proclamation and 
realization of just this kind of comprehensive "good news." It is conducted as an integral 
part of the church's struggle for justice and is in essence the sacrament of the War of the 
Trees, directly linked to the country's and the AIC's history of liberation through the pres-
ence of church leaders and traditionalists who had played prominent roles during the 
Chimurenga struggle. The presence of leading figures evokes a sense of destiny and 
reminds the green fighters of how Mwari, the God of all creation, had dealt with different 
forms of oppression through the passage of time in their own country. Said Bishop 
Machokoto, frrst president of the AAEC: 
There is absolutely no doubt about the connection [between our tree-planting and 
the former liberation struggle] .... I will go so far as to say that this is the most 
important war, following the frrst Chimurenga We are all committed to this strug-
gle to restore the vanquished land through afforestation.... Trees are our life-line! 
"A ward with dense forests knows no death!" 
This combination of Chimurenga experience and holistic views about the interaction 
of human beings and nature contributes towards a potent message of God's mysterious and 
protective presence in all of life, in all of creation. It emphasizes, moreover, the restoration 
of justice through the just War of the Trees. 
Good news is sacramentally proclaimed by incorporating earth's inanimate mem-
bers-the trees, water, and soil-as ritual participants in the sacred communion between 
Christ and His disciples. By virtually standing in embrace with trees at the communion 
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table, earthkeeping communicants are admitting to God that they are incomplete as indi-
viduals, that their humanity is informed and qualified by and in nature, and that in such 
"widening" of the concept of communion they are not interfering with, but recognizing, 
Christ's Lordship over all the earth [Mtt. 28: 18] by paying such respect to all "members" of 
creation as was originally required by the Creator God. This is the AIC way of substituting 
exploitive perceptions of human dominion over nature with a service of humble steward-
ship. The earth is liberated in acknowledging its ability to retaliate as a ngozi (vengeful 
spirit) .does when abused, in the address of trees as "brothers" and "sisters" in a kind of 
dialogue that recognizes the value and dignity of the tree and allows "him/her" to respond in 
the liturgy, and in the request to the soil to receive and protect the seedlings entrusted to it. 
Respect for the tree allows "him/her" to have a say about the conditions for the human use 
of firewood. 
The tree-planting Eucharist signals much more than the liberation of nature through 
the greening of a barren countryside. It repeatedly underscores the empowerment of the 
poor and marginalized people of the two-thirds world to make a contribution that will be of 
such significance that it captures, for once, the imagination of the nation, the recognition of 
the government. It also incorporates quality of being for the earthkeepers, their liberation 
from obscurity in a remote part of Zimbabwe, their overcoming of marginality and futility 
as news media repeatedly report on their work, and their liberation from the hopelessness 
of poverty as salaried nursery-keepers, budding woodlots, and small-scale income-gener-
ating projects at least revive some hope for a better future. Hence, the good news of 
engagement in a sacramental service to nature is that the dehumanizing shackles of decades 
of colonial rule and the desecration of nature caused largely by disproportionate land 
apportionment, are both shaken off in the quest for holistic healing for all life on earth. 
There can be little doubt that the soteriology at the basis of this mission model 
contains a widened perspective of healing and liberation, in comparison with the first two 
models. Salvation is still basically human salvation. God's free gift of grace still requires 
the human response of conversion and spiritual growth. Integral to this interaction between 
Savior and humanity, however, is the salvation of all creation; not merely as a new dispen-
sation ushered in by God but as challenge to His people, a challenge made meaningful 
through the empowerment of the poor. 
The Church in Environmental Mission. As movements of largely semiliterate people with 
limited theological training, the AICs do not have elaborate ecclesiologies.9 Yet an 
ecclesiological trend that does predominate as a result of comprehensive healing ministries, 
in the Spirit-type churches in particular, is the image of the church as a "hospital," an insti-
tution of compassion and protection. How does this image feature in the AAEC's engage-
ment in the War of the Trees? 
As propounded by Bishop Wapendama, the healing ministry of Christ is still focal 
in the church's mission, or the church understood as mission. But it now includes more 
deliberately than before the holistic deliverance and salvation of all of Mwari's stricken 
9 The AICs' accommodation of kinship mores and tribal codes of conduct have caused observers to 
characterize them, perhaps somewhat misleadingly, as "tribal churches" or "ecclesiastical tribes" (Martin 
1964:165, Sundkler 1961:310-23, Oosthuizen 1968: 82). 
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land. This extended perception of salvation obtains clarity to the extent that the church real-
izes its role as keeper of creation, in a mission that mobilizes its entire membership as active 
agents, instead of only a number of specialized evangelizing missionaries. It is as if Bishop 
Wapendama anticipates in such healing of creation a new dimension of liberation in the 
church itself, liberation from an overriding preoccupation with the human condition. In 
healing the earth, by reaching out beyond the physical and mental ailments of human 
beings, by setting internal leadership and inter-church conflicts aside for a higher God-
given purpose, the earthkeeping church, the earthkeeper him/herself, is healed of self-
serving indulgent isolation. In such liberation unto earth-service the apostolate of the 
church obtains prominence and meaning. (For more detailed discussion of the missiological 
implications of ZIRRCON' s work, see Daneel 1996b.) 
There is endless variation in the AAEC' s tree-planting sermons, which bear out the 
strong theological undercurrent of understanding earth-care as missio Dei and therefore as 
the mission of God's church. Revd. Davidson Tawoneichi of the Evangelical Ministry of 
Christ Church, for instance, preached on occasion: 
Earthkeeping is part of the body of Christ. It is so because we as humans are part of 
His body and the trees are part of us; they are essential for us to breathe, to live. 
So, trees, too, are part of Christ's body. Our destruction of nature is an offense 
against the body of Christ.... it hurts Christ's body. Therefore the church should 
heal the wounded body of Christ.. .. 
This view complements Bishop Wapendarna's assertion about mission as an exten-
sion of Christ's healing ministry. In this instance, Christ's body itself is understood as 
being afflicted by the abuse of nature. This statement underscores the growing tendency in 
AAEC tree-planting Eucharists to view Christ's body in both its ecclesiastic and its cosmic 
dimensions: first, through partaking in the elements of the sacrament the earthkeepers 
witness to their unity in Christ's body, the church, and derive from it strength, compas-
sion, and commitment for their environmental struggle; second, they subsequently set out 
on their healing mission of tree-planting to restore the cosmically wounded body of Christ. 
How then does the green mission affect the life and shape of the earthkeeping church? 
First, the most convincing sign of adjustment is noticeable in the shift of a healing 
focus at church headquarters. The black "Jerusalems" are still healing colonies where the 
afflicted, the marginalized, and the poor can feel at home. But the concept hospitara is visi-
bly expanded in so far as dedicated earthkeeping prophets are expanding their colonies into 
"environmental hospitals" to accommodate the wounded earth. The "patient" in this 
instance is the denuded land. The "dispensary" (i.e., the faith-healing arsenal of holy 
cords, holy water, staffs, paper, and related symbols of divine healing power to serve 
people) becomes the nursery where the correct "medicine" for the patient, in terms of a 
wide assortment of indigenous, exotic, and fruit trees are cultivated. The entire church 
community-both at headquarters and at outlying congregations-both church residents 
and visiting patients-now becomes the healing agent under the guidance of the church's 
principal earth-healer and the "high-command" of the War of the Trees, at the 
ZIRRCON/AAEC operational headquarters in Masvingo town. Consistent after-care in new 
woodlots provides proof of the church's commitment in mission, the woodlot itself 
becoming the focus of witnessing sermons and the source of inspiration for an expanding 
ministry, as the testimonies of healed human patients in the past contributed both to a reaf-
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firmation of belief in God's healing powers and to the church's recruitment of new mem-
bers. Far from interfering with the church's worship and pastoral work, the earth-healing 
ministry as observed in the churches of leading AAEC leaders appears to provide new 
impetus and direction to church life, as well as numerical church growth. 
Second, in the context of the AAEC a new generation of iconic church leaders has 
emerged: environmental missionaries, whose evangelical drive includes good news for all 
creation. They replace such prominent first-generation AIC leaders as Bishop Mutendi and 
Johane Maranke who featured as "black Messiahs" to their followers illuminating the 
mediation and saviorhood of Christ in an existentially understandable idiom. Now, instead 
of a single leader giving substance to the presence of the biblical Messiah in Africa's rural 
society, the mode of operation is shifted to an entire group of "Jerusalems" to help establish 
the grace and salvation implicit in Christ's presence in the Creator's neglected and abused 
garden. Thereby the entire oikos is declared God's "holy city". 
The AAEC missionaries mediate the power of Christ mentioned in Mtt. 28:18 
through persistent presence in village life where commoners, the masses of people, all who 
want to participate, are empowered to share a new dominion of service. The "mediation" 
thus facilitated by the earthkeeping icons through tree-planting, does not obscure Christ's 
Lordship or Saviorhood-as some evangelicals may be inclined to think-but unveils and 
illuminates dimensions of the mystery of divine presence in nature which to many believers 
and non-believers alike may have gone unnoticed. 
Third, the AAEC' s afforestation programs have stimulated a need for new ethical 
codes. There is little hesitation among leading earthkeepers that green church laws should 
be drafted and that stringent discipline should be applied if such laws are trespassed. 
Bishop Farawo has propagated a process of church councils trying tree-fellers and punish-
ing wanton offenders through extra duties of tree-planting and after-care to compensate for 
the damage done. Bishop Chimhangwa urged prompt earthkeeping legislation to reinforce 
the gospel message of the earth's salvation and to set the parameters for the church's eco-
logical mission. He considered many people still ignorant of the "gospel of the trees," as a 
result of which "the threat of the destructive axe must be repelled." Mrs. Chimhangwa, his 
wife, felt so strongly about the unchecked use of the "destructive axe" that she argued the 
church should be instrumental in having trespassers thrown into jail until the urgency of 
environmental protection was fully understood. Seen as an institution with legislative and 
disciplinary powers, the church-in the earthkeeper's view-also becomes the vehicle of 
uncompromising struggle as it discerns and opposes evil forces that feed on mindless 
exploitation of the limited resources of the earth. In this mission the church is at risk, will-
ing to be controversial, to suffer and sacrifice whatever discipleship in this realm requires. 
Other Mission Models 
Next to their sacrament-related mission activities the AICs have also developed 
quite a number of other mission models. I mention but two of these in passing, to empha-
size the innovative nature of these churches, especially in their inculturated designs of 
missionary outreach. 
The healing ministries of the Spirit-type churches represent arguably the most 
potent recruitment device in church growth. In a survey of Shona Zionist and Apostolic 
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motivation for the acquirement of church membership, the majority of respondents singled 
out the healing treatment of prophetic healers, experienced by themselves or witnessed in 
the lives of others, as the major attraction that drew them into the AIC fold (Daneel 1974: 
Ch. 3). Healing is part of the daily routine at prophetic church headquarters and it features 
prominently during all church services. Thus the diagnostic and therapeutic work of the 
prophetic healers, which clearly illustrate the paradigm of Christ in Africa as the "healing 
nganga," remains focal and has a high visibility in all of church life. IO Not only do the 
afflicted seeking treatment feel psychologically well catered for time-wise, but they also 
appreciate prophetic healing techniques because of their resemblance with traditional 
nganga healing praxis. The main similarity is that the prophet, like the nganga, ascribes 
virtually all forms of affliction or misfortune to neglected ancestral spirits, alien spirits, evil 
powers such as wizardry, and the like. However, the prophet explicitly states that his/her 
extraperception comes from the Holy Spirit and not from the divinatory means used by the 
nganga. Moreover, the prophet insists that the spirits causing illness or misfortune have no 
legitimate claim to the embattled patient. Therapy therefore does not consist of traditional 
sacrificial rites of spirit appeasement or the use of medicine, but in the exorcism of threat-
ening spirits and a wide range of protective symbolic actions in the name of the triune 
Christian God. Manifest in all this is the liberating and protective power of the Holy Spirit. 
The prophet as personification of Christ's healing ministry extends the nganga tradition but 
at the same time radically transforms and christianizes it. 
In the encounter between healer and afflicted individual or community, African 
cosmology is consistently dealt with at the existential level. AIC healers appear to establish 
more realistic, penetrating, and appealing patterns of dialogue and therapy in the ongoing 
interface between Christianity and African religion than foreign missions have succeeded in 
doing. In addition to AIC healing as a singularly important vehicle for propagating and 
enacting the Gospel good news of salvation in the· African world of poverty and suffering, 
it also provides a consistent platform for the develqpment of a unique theology of religions. 
This grassroots theology, which reaches into the inner recesses of African life and sense of 
being, is in my view the most outstanding contribution of AICs towards an African theol-
ogy of missions. 
The other mission model concerns recent developments in both Mission-founded 
and African-initiated churches in the eastern regions of Zimbabwe. In the aftermath of the 
liberation struggle, the churches of Manicaland have appropriated the traditional night-vigil 
(pungwe) and turned it into a singularly powerful vehicle of evangelism, community 
bonding, church growth, and theological debate. In traditional religion the pungwe featured 
as a pivotal nocturnal event of spiritual encounter between family and/or clan members and 
their ancestors for purpose of safeguarding the wellbeing of the living and the living dead. 
During Chimurenga the guerrillas popularized the pungwe as all-night rallies of lecture 
songs and communication with the ancestors. In this manner they succeeded, alongside the 
spirit mediums, in moblizing and uniting peasant society in their quest for the reclamation 
of the lost lands at the behest of the senior ancestral "guardians of the land" (varidzi ven-
yika). In Transfigured Night, Pressler provides us with lucid descriptions of fascinating 
IO For a discussion of Christ as a healer in the African setting and the role of the traditional healer, the 
nganga, as paradigm for an indigenous Christology, see Daneel 1989a:127-30 and Schoffeleers 1982. 
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innovations in Christianized pungwe ceremonies (Pressler 1999). The Methodists, Angli-
cans, and Presbyterians have crafted their night vigils into revivalist, evengelistc, ecumeni-
cal, and female emancipatory events. Ecstatic manifestations in sermons, song, and dance 
feature at the same time of darkness when spirit possession climaxes in the traditional 
pungwe. 
AICs, in turn, have developed their own distinct pungwe patterns of inculturated 
spiritual growth and missionary outreach. The Maranke Apostles with their fire-walk 
proclaim the imminent judgement of God and the urgency of conversion. Members of the 
Pentecostal Apostolic Church of God, led by women, engage in elaborate night ceremonies 
of fasting, cleansing, and confessions as they prepare for the exorcism of vengeful spirits. 
Ndaza Zionists proclaim the economically liberative presence of God in Zion through their 
colorful robe dances. The Jekenishen Church focuses on a sacred sleep, followed by 
spiritual inspirational dream narration, and the Unity of the African Apostolic Church 
arranges nocturnal pilgrimages up wilderness mountains. Pressler succeeds in unravelling 
with great insight not only the rich tapestry of ritual life in the pungwe movement, but also 
the extent to which African grassroots Christians, and the AICs in particular, are directing 
the process whereby the proclamation of the Gospel good news and the expressions of 
worship take root in African cultures. 
Conclusion 
A paper of this nature probably leaves us with more questions than answers about 
the nature of the Southern African AICs. With reference to the self-interpretation of these 
churches as regards their historical roots and relatedness to classical pentecostal and 
"mainline" mission or mission-founded churches, I have indicated the difficulties of arriv-
ing at correct and just typologies. Regional histories of AIC growth render the generalizing 
classification of the Spirit-type churches as "Pentecostal," in some respects misleading. 
Without attempting to minimize the missionary initiatives of the AICs, it is true to say that 
the Zimbabwean AICs, at any rate, are more the fruit of mainline mission endeavor and 
have been more profoundly moulded by these mission churches than by the classical Pente-
costal movement. In the light of this reality I have encouraged the Dutch Reformed 
missionaries in the past to interpret their neighboring AICs-many of whom have their 
religious roots clearly imbedded in the Protestant tradition-not as competitors or wayward 
sects, but as incultured extensions of the Christian family of churches equally entitled to 
citizenship in God's kingdom as the Reformed Church itself. In the final analysis, how-
ever, the typological preference of the AICs themselves should be key to the academic 
debate on issues of characterization and classification. 
On account of liberationist trends in the history of the Shona AICs as well as their 
innovative church-planting initiatives, I have argued against the interpretation of this phe-
nomenon as movements of either political protest or acquiescence. "Liberation movements" 
appear to me to be a more appropriate qualification in that the dimension of protest or 
resistance is recognized in its bearing on whatever unjust rule or restrictive living condi-
tions are at stake, without being elevated to a one-sided explanatory theory that obscures 
rather than illuminates the richly varied existence of the AICs. Frequent mention of the 
leadership of ZCC Bishop Mutendi highlights both his undeniable stature as a liberation 
theologian at the rural African grassroots, and portrays him as able church administrator, 
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missionary statesman, and popular healer-accomplishments that relate to but are not the 
direct results of political or religious protest. Admittedly, the liberation theologies enacted 
by the AICs have thus far not received adequate consideration, but certainly warrant further 
enquiry. 
The three variants of mission-activating Eucharists underscore the missionary 
nature of the AICs. They provide us with a challenge to rethink missions in Africa in terms 
of creatively designed and inculturated mission models described in this paper. It is fitting 
that the ecclesial ritual which, more than any other, symbolically articulates the essence of 
Christian Good News-i.e., salvation mediated in Christ's death and resurrection-should 
become the impulse and context for the church's ongoing outreach in the world. 
Focal in the Eucharist-induced missionary activity of the first variant of the model 
under consideration is the message of healing and wellbeing in this existence. Through the 
healing hands of the "men of God," the New Testament ministry of the Christ figure tend-
ing to specific individuals takes shape through identification and re-enactment in the African 
context. By way of contrast, healing in the second variant is focused less on individual 
healing than on mending of inter-church relations, on breaking the isolation or exclusivism 
of different church communities. Here the healed and united body of Christ becomes the 
condition for missionary witness (John 17:21, 23). The ecumenically inspired missionary 
drive complements and enriches the outreach of single churches through a shift of focus 
that frees the salvific work of Christ from the kind of ecclesial introversion and self-pro-
motion that seeks to identify the reign of God's kingdom with the performance of individ-
ual church leaders and their own denominations. In the third variant the widened perception 
of healing stimulates a comprehensive understanding of the church and its mission. As 
keeper of creation the church now proclaims a message that not only includes soul salvation 
and physical wellbeing for humans but also the restoration of all creation. Consequently, 
genuine conversion implies earth-care, a mandate for all churches and all Christians. 
Because all things hang together in the risen savior (Col. 1:17), the entire earth-community 
is represented at the table of holy communion. 
I have pointed out the significance of an authentic theology of religions developed 
by the Spirit-type churches in their ministry of healing. The earthkeeping Eucharist adds a 
new dimension to this theology in that the eco-mission on which it is based promotes 
essentially different patterns of inter-faith dialogue. Complementary to the distinct Christian 
missionary witness of the tree-planting Eucharist is a well-established praxis of reciprocity 
which allows for far reaching and continuous dialogue between Christian and traditionalist 
earthkeeping partners. The majority of AAEC leaders and their followers, for example, 
attend AZTREC's ancestral and Shona High-god related ceremonies. They appear satisfied 
that united action in the War of the Trees in no way exacts a price of religious compromise 
or syncretist acquiescence. Church bishops and ministers sit among traditionalist elders, 
even discuss ancestral directives as transmitted by the spirit mediums, contribute to the dis-
cussions on the planning of AZTREC projects, and help with the planting of trees in day-
long land-clothing ceremonies. They only withdraw temporarily when the ancestors are 
being addressed and refrain from drinking sacrificial beer as witness to their Christian alle-
giance; in similar fashion, the traditionalist chiefs observe without participation at the table 
of holy communion of their Christian counterparts. Likewise key Zionist figures of the 
AAEC accompany delegations of chiefs and mediums during their annual 300 km trip to the 
cult shrines of Mwari in the Matopo Hills where the latest earthkeeping endeavor is dis-
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cussed during oracular discourse with the traditional high-god. Here, too, a Christian pres-
ence is welcomed by cultists as it does not intrude offensively on the traditional world of 
veneration and worship. Christian abstention from the specific aspects of traditional ritual 
that connote worship or sacrifice is not generally experienced by the AZTREC chiefs and 
mediums as judgment or personal rejection, but as genuine and acceptable religious differ-
entiation. Consequently a mood of sharing and openness to ongoing dialogue prevails. 
As I was personally involved in the introduction of the AAEC' s earthkeeping 
Eucharist; I have asked myself repeatedly whether the far-reaching processes of inter-
religious exchange and identification in eco-mission does not unavoidably expose Christian 
participants to syncretist compromise at the expense of a Christ-centered focus on conver-
sion. Is eco-mission as a joint enterprise between the AAEC and AZTREC not theologically 
"mission impossible"? To date indicators point to a strengthened awareness of Christian 
identity and vocation in the ranks of Christian earthkeepers as they relate in depth to their 
traditionalist counterparts. Christian mission, it would seem, can maintain its christological 
emphasis, its concern for both human and cosmic salvation, even as it extends its energies 
to earth-care, in collaboration with non-Christian fellows in mutual respect and trust. In this 
respect the AIC earthkeepers of Zimbabwe inspire and challenge their fellow disciples in 
the world church. We also require their supportive intercession as we seek vision and 
strength for Christ's mission on the subcontinent. 
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